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ABSTRACT

Chainnan: Dr. Daniel L. Schafer
Department: History

The 1795 rebellion in East Florida was a short lived affair, barely extending
south of the St. Johns River, and resulting in the deaths of only three Spanish
soldiers. Thirty-three of the sixty-seven people identified as rebels by the Spanish
escaped across the St. Marys River into Georgia. The remainder were arrested and
temporarily imprisoned in the Castillo de San Marcos in St. Augustine. Though harsh
sentences were handed down by a Spanish court in 1798, none were ever carried out.
Almost all of those implicated in the insurrection were Anglo settlers. Some had been
in East Florida since the British period of rule (1763-1784), others had entered the
province after the Spanish returned in 1784, but the majority of the rebels migrated
to East Florida from the United States after 1790 when Spain relaxed immigration
laws for the province.
This thesis proposes that there were three main causes of the 1795 rebellion.
First, it resulted from the liberalization of East Florida's immigration laws in 1790
which attracted many troublesome settlers to the province. Second, it was an eruption
of the settlers' pent-up frustration with Spanish rule which impeded their prosperity
and infringed upon their security. Finally, the timing of the rebellion was influenced
by the activities of French revolutionary agents in Georgia and South Carolina.

vi

The most important source of information on the Second Spanish Period in
East Florida (1784-1821), is the East Florida Papers deposited in the Library of
Congress, microfilm copies of which are located at the PK Yonge Library at the
University of Florida. These papers contain the entire collection of government
documents for this period. Most are written in Spanish, but many of the bundles used
in this thesis also contain letters in English written by the Anglo settlers who could
not speak Spanish.
The word "Anglo" is used in this thesis to describe East Florida's
English-speaking settlers who resided primarily in the St. Johns, Nassau, and St.
Marys river valleys. Though a few of these settlers were born in Europe, the vast
majority were American-born Protestants.
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Introduction

At the first Treaty of Paris in 1763, two centuries of Spanish rule in Florida
came to an end when the colony was ceded to Britain. Twenty years later, at the
second Treaty of Paris, Spain recovered Florida, which had by then been divided into
two provinces. West Florida was already in Spanish hands as a result of Spain's
military campaigns against the province in 1782. In 1784, the Spanish returned to
govern East Florida.
Traditionally, the Second Spanish Period in East Florida (1784-1821), has been
dismissed by historians as a time of upheaval and turmoil, when a dying Spanish
empire could not prevent the encroachment of a young and vigorous United States.
Two of the earliest histories of northeast Florida, written in the 1920s: T. Frederick
Davis's A History of Jacksonville and Vicinity, and Pleasant Daniel Gold's History of
Duval County, portrayed the entire thirty-seven years as a time of stagnation between

the prosperous British Period and the annexation of the province by the United States
in 1821. 1 No attempt was made to study the government of East Florida or the
people who resided in the province. This neglect resulted mainly from the fact that
almost all the records for the period are written in Spanish. While Joseph Byrne
Lockey and Arthur Preston Whitaker did some translations of Spanish documents, the
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history of East Florida was told only when it coincided with events in American
history. 2

In 1963, the publication of Helen Hornbeck Tanner's Zespedes in East Florida,
1784-1790, reversed this trend. 3 Tanner's account of East Florida's first governor
was followed by studies of the governorships of Enrique White and Juan Nepomuceno
de Quesada. 4 In 1988, St. Augustine Historical Society published Clash Between

Cultures: Spanish East Florida, 1784-1821, which contained papers presented at a
symposium organized by the society earlier that year. 5 Recent studies using the
records contained in the East Florida Papers, the entire collection of government
documents for the period, have continued to uncover the history of the Second
Spanish Period.
This thesis, which focuses on the 1795 rebellion by East Florida's Anglo
settlers, is part of this ongoing work. Though the course of the rebellion has been
adequately documented, it has always been portrayed from an American view. The
standard account of the rebellion is Richard K. Murdoch's The Georgia-Florida

Frontier, 1793-1796: Spanish Reaction to French Intrigue and American Designs. 6
This study was the first to use Spanish documentary sources to examine the Spanish
reaction to French plotting against East Florida. Prior to this, published accounts of
the rebellion were based on the official records of the United States Federal and State
governments. Though he presented the Spanish side of the story, Murdoch's
interpretation of the causes of the rebellion differed little from his predecessors. The
1795 rebellion, Murdoch argued, was concocted by French agents in the United States
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who wished to spread the ideals of the French Revolution and to secure bases along
the Florida coast for raids on British and Spanish shipping. Murdoch also blamed
Georgians and South Carolinians who coveted the fertile lands of East Florida and the
lucrative Spanish trade with the Creek Indians. He ignored the motives of East
Florida settlers who became involved in the affair, leaving the impression that they
were mere pawns being directed by outside interests. Murdoch's interpretation of the
rebellion was undoubtedly influenced by the official correspondence of the governor
of East Florida which constantly referred to the rebels as the "French Party." While
French intrigue certainly played a role in the rebellion, it was convenient for the
governor to magnify it in order to avoid the deeper, more complicated domestic
problems which were the critical forces behind the rebellion.
Murdoch's work has provided the interpretive framework for more recent
accounts of the 1795 rebellion. Janice Borton Miller's Juan Nepomuceno de Quesada,
Spanish Governor of East Florida, 1790-1795, devoted two chapters to the subject.

Miller's study offers a useful insight into the major events of Quesada's governorship,
but it does not differ from Murdoch's interpretation of the rebellion. Miller does not
examine the possibility that the rebellion was caused by Spanish policies on
commerce, slavery, and Indian relations.
Charles E. Bennett's Florida's "French" Revolution 1793-1795 is primarily a
collection of translated documents from the Archivo General de Indias, Papeles
Procedentes de Cuba, Seville. 7 These documents provide rich details about the course

of the rebellion and the roles played by various East Florida settlers. However,
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Bennett's beginning premise that the rebellion was a French-led affair was greatly
influenced by Murdoch's interpretation. James Robertson Ward's Old Hickory's

Town presents the rebellion as one in a series of alarms, wars, and invasions which
plagued Second Spanish Period East Florida. Underlying Ward's interpretation,
however, is the same assumption that the causes of the rebellion lay outside the
province. 8
This thesis proposes that French and American intrigue only partly explains
the 1795 rebellion, whose two main causes were local in origin. First, Spain's
immigration policies were designed to strengthen a weak colony in a strategically
important location, but they attracted many undesirable settlers to East Florida. Some
of those who immigrated to the province had a history of illegal activity prior to the
rebellion and saw opportunity in any dilution of Spanish authority. The actions of
these settlers should be set in the context of a general lawlessness endemic to the
Florida-Georgia borderlands, the roots of which can be traced to the guerrilla warfare
which characterized the American Revolution in the area. This was exacerbated by
the disorderly transfer of East Florida from British to Spanish control, and
subsequently by the inability of the Spanish administration to secure its border with
Georgia. Second, the rebellion was the result of pent-up frustration with Spanish rule
felt by numerous Anglo settlers. Restrictive Spanish policies on trade and travel, and
Spanish inability to adequately protect the settlers from raids by Indians and
Americans created anxiety among the settlers and led them to challenge the legitimacy
of Spanish rule.

4

This reinterpretation of the 1795 rebellion is based on many excellent studies
which have been published since Murdoch's account in 1951. Martha Searcy's The
Georgia-Florida Contest in the American Revolution, 1776-1778, provided the

framework for considering the persistence of lawlessness and turmoil along the
borderlands as a cause of the rebellion.9 James Cusick's "Across the Border:
Commodity Flow and Merchants in Spanish St. Augustine," and Ligia
Castillo-Bermudez's The Situado: A Study in the Dynamics of East Florida's Economy
during the Second Spanish Period, 1785-1820, argued against the traditional portrayal

of East Florida languishing in economic stagnation.lO Cusick and Bermudez claimed
that the traditional view of the economy was based on the official correspondence of
the governors, who had a vested interest in magnifying the province's economic
problems in order to secure increased funding from Havana. These studies implied
that the economic condition of the Anglo settlers could no longer be determined based
exclusively on official reports.
William S. Coker and Thomas D. Watson's comprehensive study of Panton,
Leslie and Company, and J. Leitch Wright's book on William Augustus Bowles,
underlined the importance of Spain's Indian policy to the security of East Florida, and
provided the context within which the frustration of the Anglo settlers with these
policies could be explained. 11 Jane L. Lander's pioneering work on the slave and free
black population in Spanish East Florida is the basis for understanding how Spanish
laws on slavery indirectly placed the Anglo settlers along the Georgia border at the
mercy of American slave raiders. 12
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The settlers' own correspondence between 1784 and 1798, contained in the
East Florida Papers, constituted the main source of documentation for this thesis, and
provided insights into the causes of the rebellion which could not have been attained
by an exclusive examination of official records. The correspondence reveals much
about the everyday lives of East Florida's Anglo population. In this sense this study
builds upon Susan R. Parker's master's thesis which focused on this population
between 1784 and 1790Y Prior to Parker's work, historians tended to write about
East Florida's Anglo settlers as a secondary concern in their discussions of Spanish
government or external threats to the province. The Anglo settlers are certainly not
central to Murdoch's thesis, nor are they to Rembert Patrick's study of the 1812
"Patriot Rebellion" in East FloridaY Helen Hornbeck Tanner's Zespedes in East
Florida, 1784-1790, and Miller's study of Quesada both dealt with the rural

population along the northern rivers, but their primary focus was on the governorship
of East Florida. This thesis places the Anglo settlers firmly in the center of Second
Spanish Period East Florida.
This thesis is not arranged chronologically. The first chapter presents an
account of the rebellion based primarily on the testimonies of those settlers who were
arrested and brought to trial. The second and third chapters argue that the
liberalization of East Florida's immigration laws in 1790 and the subsequent
frustration with Spanish policies, felt by many of the new arrivals, were the main
causes of the rebellion. The fourth chapter addresses the French and American plans
to invade East Florida, but claims that, despite carrying the material trappings of
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French republicanism (flags, revolutionary cockades, etc.), the 1795 rebels did not
receive French support, thus emphasizing the local nature of the rebellion.

7

Chapter 1: The Rebellion of 1795
On the evening of July 9, 1795, Timothy Hollingsworth, an East Florida
planter who captained a militia company on the St. Johns River, carefully patrolled
the south bank of that river looking for a gang of rebels. Nine days previously, these
rebels had attacked and burned Fort Juana, a Spanish outpost located on the Trout
River. Since then, they had been terrorizing many settlers who inhabited scattered
farms between the St. Johns and St. Marys Rivers by stealing their slaves, cattle, and
horses. Hollingsworth's superior, Charles Howard, an Irish-born colonel in the
Spanish military who commanded all regular Spanish troops and militia companies
along East Florida's northern rivers, was unsure about the size of the rebel force, and
had established his line of defense along the south and east banks of the St. Johns, the
longest and widest river in the province. He had attained information that on the
night of July 9, the rebels would attempt to cross the river at two places. He
assumed that the Cowford on the north bank of the river, which offered the narrowest
crossing, would be one of the places, and hoped that the battery at San Nicolas,
located on the south bank almost across from the Cowford, could repulse the rebels.
Unsure of the other crossing place, Howard had ordered Hollingsworth to spread his
company along the bank of the river, from the mouth of Pottsburg Creek, three miles
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north of San Nicolas, all the way south to the plantation of Francis Philip Fatio at
New Switzerland, a distance of about twenty-four miles.!
Hollingsworth worried about the effectiveness of spreading his militiamen over
such a distance. He knew that to properly patrol the river, a guard should be posted
at half-mile intervals, yet he didn't have enough men to do this. Had his company
been at full strength, he would have been less concerned, but since the rebels began
their attack on the province, many of the settlers who constituted the rural militia had
failed to show up for duty. Some were intimidated and, feigning sickness, stayed at
home; others sympathized with the rebels and openly joined them. Making the best
of what he had, Hollingsworth followed Howard's orders. He took six men and
patrolled the stretch of river between San Nicolas and Pottsburg Creek. In this
detachment were Joseph Summerlin, Daniel Hogan, John Simpson, Billy Thompson,
William Lane, and his nineteen year old son, Pierce. 2
At approximately 1O:00PM, Hollingsworth and his men arrived at William
Lane's homestead near the mouth of Pottsburg Creek. Tired and wet, they gladly
accepted Lane's suggestion that they go into his house for coffee. Shortly after they
sat down, Lane's brother-in-law, Samuel Wilson, also a settler on the St. Johns River,
came to the door. Wilson, one of those who recently deserted the militia, told
Hollingsworth that the rebels, supported by French troops, had the house surrounded,
and advised him to surrender. Suddenly, the door was thrown open and a gang of
about seventy armed men burst into the house. Hollingsworth recognized many faces
among the intruders. Most were Americans who had arrived in East Florida since
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1790 and had settled along the banks of the St. Johns. 3 A few were settlers who, like
himself, had been living in the province since the time of British rule. 4 Others had
formerly resided in East Florida but had recently left and then lived in Camden
County, Georgia. 5 Hollingsworth did not recognize all the rebels, however, as some
of them had never lived in the province. 6
The apparent leader of the rebel gang was Richard Lang, a former inhabitant
of East Florida who had relocated to Camden County a few months before.
Hollingsworth had despised Lang since his arrival in the province in 1784, and had
considered him a longtime troublemaker. Lang informed Hollingsworth and his men
that they were under house arrest, confiscated their weapons, and forced them to sign
their names to a paper swearing that they would not leave Lane's house that night nor
take up arms against the rebels. The two Lanes joined Lang's group and made their
way along the bank of the river towards their main target, the Spanish battery of San
Nicolas. 7
At 3:00AM one of the gang who spoke Spanish approached Commander
Ignacio Lopez at the gate with a false announcement that the men were militia
reinforcements arriving to strengthen the battery. A brief exchange of fire took place
that resulted in the immediate deaths of two Spanish guards. A third soldier later
died from his wounds. The battery was quickly overrun and Lieutenant Lopez and
twenty-eight members of the Catalan Light Infantry Company were captured. 8
Anchored in the St. Johns River in front of the battery was the royal gunboat,
the San Simon, captained by Manuel Otero, who had twelve men under his command.
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It was positioned, under Howard's orders, to prevent the rebels crossing the river

from the Cowford. Because the rebels captured the battery by marching south along
the riverbank they were able to elude the guns of the San Simon. A lack of
communication between the gunboat and the battery meant that Otero and his crew
were unaware of what was happening until the rebels were actually in control of the
fortification. When he realized this, Otero ordered his crew to fire on the battery.
The rebels fired back. Knowing that the defenses of San Nicolas were far superior to
those of the San Simon, Otero ordered the crew to cease fire and cut the hawser in an
attempt to escape. However, the current carried the gunboat toward the riverbank
where it ran aground. Otero made repeated efforts to push it back into deeper water
but was unable to do so. Accepting that the boat was defenseless and that further
resistance placed the lives of his crew in danger, Otero had no choice but to surrender
to the rebels. 9
The gunfire between the rebels and the San Simon was heard by Hollingsworth
and his men at Lane's house. At about 7:00AM the next morning, they made their
way towards San Nicolas where they saw a French flag flying from the ramparts. At
the battery they saw many of the same men who had made them prisoners the night
before. Richard Lang approached and forced Hollingsworth and his men to sign an
oath of loyalty to the rebels. Joseph Summerlin and Daniel Hogan were ordered to
go home and to remain there, and Hollingsworth ordered to deliver a letter to
Governor Juan Nepomuceno de Quesada, requesting an exchange of prisoners. Lang
offered to free Lieutenant LOpez and his men if the Spanish freed some French
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prisoners captured when their ship was wrecked on Matanzas Island south of St.
Augustine.lO Lang had attempted a similar exchange for the French prisoners when
the rebels captured Fort Juana on June 30. 11
For the next two days the rebels based themselves at San Nicolas and
terrorized settlers along the river. On July 10, Nathaniel Hall, captain of a second
rural militia company, and two of his militiamen, George Cook and John Creighton,
were captured and taken at gun point to San Nicolas where Lang forced them to sign
the oath of loyalty to the rebels. They were then released after swearing to go home
and to remain thereY The rebels also threatened to destroy Timothy Hollingsworth's
plantation. Hollingsworth's step-son, Francis Bagley, who was overseeing the
plantation, had to hide the slaves in the woods to prevent them from being stolen. 13
To strengthen their position against the inevitable counter attack by the Spanish
government, the rebels sought help from the Creek Indians. Putting aside their recent
fear and hatred of John Golphin, a renegade Creek, whose gang had attacked many
farms along the St. Marys in 1793, they sent him a letter reminding him of past
Spanish injustices and urging him to join forces with them. This plan failed to
materialize as the letter was intercepted by Nathaniel Hall. 14
Fearing that the smaller battery at Santa Ysabel, six miles downriver from San
Nicolas, would be the next target, Colonel Howard ordered commander Jose Pellicer
to abandon the post. He also ordered all regular troops and militia to assemble at his
headquarters, San Vicente Ferrer, further downriver on St. Johns Bluff. On July 12,
Howard attacked the rebels at San Nicolas. The rebels fled without putting up a
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fight, taking their prisoners with them, but leaving behind forty horses and the oaths
of loyalty that Lang had extracted from his prisoners. The only rebels captured were
the two Lanes and another local settler named James William Lee. 15
This did not end the rebellion. Howard soon discovered that the rebels had
built a battery on the northern tip of Amelia Island and were again flying the French
flag. On August 2, he organized a sizable Spanish force, sailed up the inland passage
and attacked the rebels, who fled across the St. Marys to Georgia leaving their
Spanish captives from San Nicolas behind. 16 Having found safety in Newton, a small
settlement on the northern bank of the St. Marys, the rebels openly wore French
revolutionary cockades, publicly called themselves members of the French Republic,
and stated that they would soon resume their attack on East Florida. 17
An enraged Governor Quesada vowed to spare no effort to prosecute the rebels
and confiscate their property. He identified the three men captured at San Nicolas as
rebels, and also ordered the immediate arrests of Richard Lang, John Mcintosh, John
Peter Wagnon, William Plowden, and William Jones, the five men acknowledged to
have instigated and led the rebellion. 18 Lang and Plowden had moved to Camden
County before the rebellion. Mcintosh, Jones, and Wagnon were still living in East
Florida when the rebellion began. In late July Colonel Howard, added the names of
seven more settlers to the list of rebels.
Quesada ordered Bernardo Segui, captain of the urban militia in St. Augustine,
to inventory and seize the property of those settlers identified as rebels. Between July
and December, Segui and the militia confiscated slaves, livestock, produce, and
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household furniture, and shipped them to St. Augustine for sale at public auction. 19
On August 3, Quesada ordered the arrest of anyone suspected of aiding the rebels.
Over the next three months, forty-eight more settlers were added to the list of
suspects. All efforts were made to keep the names of the suspects secret to prevent
their flight. Due to this widening of the net Segui became so overworked that on
August 25 Quesada ordered Hollingsworth and his militia company to assist him. 20
The final list of rebels contained the names of sixty-seven people, thirty-four of whom
had been taken into custody. Timothy Hollingsworth, despite all his efforts on behalf
of the government, was among those arrested. 21
Many of the rebels who fled across the St. Marys River left their wives and
families behind in East Florida. In August, Howard and John McQueen, commander
of the gunboats on the St. Johns, received numerous letters from the fugitives
requesting that their families be allowed to leave East Florida. William Ashley
claimed that he fled because of "the apprehension of confinement and of false
information which is so common in Florida. "22 William Jones thanked Howard for
the "humane treatment" his wife and family received in East Florida after he left, and
implored that they not be made suffer for his actions. Admitting that his "conduct of
late is viewed in Florida in a very unfavorable light," he said that he could never
again return to the province. 23 John Peter Wagnon apologized for taking part in the
attack on San Nicolas and begged that his wife, Rebecca, be sent from St. Augustine
to Newton. 24 Wagnon wrote to his wife: "I hope the little property you had when I
came off has been sufficient to procure the necessaries of life and should there be any
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remaining when you apply for leave to quit the Province, do not let it be an obstacle
to detain you one day but give up all .... and come immediately to Newton where you
will find me. ,,25 William Plowden's wife, Susanna, admonished her husband for not
giving "the slightest thought of the consequences for her or his dear loving children."
She begged him not to do anything else treasonous because she desperately wanted to
leave the province. 26 Governor Quesada, however, did not allow the families of
known rebels to leave the province, considering them to be insurance against any
future invasion by these men.
The trial of the rebels began in January 1796. Francis Enzinoso de Abreu,
advocate of the Royal Audiencia and Chancellery of Mexico and Santo Domingo,
presided over the court. Prominent military and business men of the province were
appointed as defenders for the accused. Francis Philip Fatio, the wealthiest planter in
East Florida, defended Timothy Hollingsworth, John Simpson, Daniel McGirtt and
John Faulk. Fatio's son-in-law, George Fleming defended Edward Turner. Those
rebels who had escaped arrest by fleeing to Georgia were tried in absentia. 27
The prisoners were confined in the Castillo de San Marcos, their health
suffering as a result of the damp and dark condition of their cells. Before the two-year
trial ended, Daniel Hogans, Richard Malpas, Solomon King, and George Arons died
in prison. Francis Goodwin went insane and had to be moved to the Royal

Hospital. 28
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On February 22, 1798, Governor Enrique White, who had succeeded Quesada
in 1796, imposed harsh sentences as a warning to others of the consequences of
treason. All those who fled were sentenced to death. If captured, they were to be
taken to the Castillo de San Marcos, in this city, from where
they will be taken by force and a rope will be placed around the neck
of each one and they will be pulled by the tail of a horse, their crimes
being announced by a crier who will walk in front of them, to the
square, where they will be hanged from the gibbet by the executioner,
and no one will impede the process or say that the sentence is too
harsh. They will hang there until three 0' clock in the afternoon when
the executioner will publicly sever their heads and arms for the purpose
of displaying them at the Post at San Nicolas. 29
In addition, all of their goods were confiscated and their children were
declared ineligible to claim any inheritance or to be accorded any dignity or public
office.
Hollingsworth, Lane, and Lee received the same death sentences. 30 The rest
of the prisoners received lesser sentences: Fifteen were condemned to ten years of
hard labor working on the fortifications of Havana, Pensacola or St. Augustine; nine
of the prisoners were discharged because there was not enough evidence to convict
them. With the exception of Lee's slave, lim, they were ordered to leave East
Florida within fifteen days unless they relocated south of St. Augustine where they
would be given land grants equal to the land they had held north of the St. Johns
River prior to the rebellion. 31
The harsh sentences were intended to send a warning that treason was a
serious crime in East Florida. Many of the rebels, especially those who fled, were
probably guilty. More difficult to ascertain, however, was the guilt of those who
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were captured. In the summer of 1795, Governor Quesada, lacking hard evidence,
had many settlers arrested on suspicion of complicity. Francis Fatio was of the
opinion that the government, in its zealous attempt to find those responsible for the
rebellion, had ruined the lives of many decent people. The prisoners themselves also
clouded the truth by falsely testifying against each other in an effort to secure their
own release. George Arons, for instance, declared that Joseph Rains had been with
the rebels after the attack on Fort Juana and knew about the plans to attack San
Nicolas. Rains, however, claimed he went to Georgia at the beginning of July
because his sister-in-law was having a baby. When he returned he was captured by
the rebels who were already in control of San Nicolas. 32
Timothy Hollingsworth was almost certainly innocent and was one of the real
victims of the rebellion. His work with Bernardo Segui, confiscating rebel property,
turned some of the settlers against him. Rebels imprisoned in the Castillo de San
Marcos claimed that they were scapegoats, and accused Hollingsworth of being
involved in the rebellion before the attack on San Nicolas. 33 Francis Fatio referred to
the charges against his client as unfounded suspicions. He claimed Hollingsworth had
never associated with the known leaders of the rebellion and emphasized that he had
viewed Lang as a troublemaker ever since his arrival in East Florida. His animosity
towards John McIntosh ran even deeper. During the American Revolution,
Hollingsworth, a Loyalist, served as a lieutenant in the East Florida militia and fought
against McIntosh, a Patriot Lieutenant Colonel in the Third Georgia Regiment. When
McIntosh immigrated to East Florida in 1791 Hollingsworth hadn't forgotten his
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previous attacks on property along the St. Marys River. Fatio also pointed out that
Hollingsworth's harvest had been lost, his fields had deteriorated, and his plantation
house and other property, including lumber worth 600 pesos, had been burned by the
government. Despite these pleas of innocence, the court condemned Hollingsworth to
death. 34
The oath of loyalty which Lang made many settlers sign at the battery of San
Nicolas, and which he conveniently left behind when the rebels abandoned the post,
was used liberally by the court as evidence against prisoners. Manuel Castilla,
defending Uriah Bowden, argued that his client's name on the list did not prove his
guilt since the battery was already in rebel hands when he was forced to sign the
paper. Bowden stated that he was only at the battery for one hour, after which he
retired to his house. He was later captured in the woods by Colonel Howard, but he
insisted he had had no association with the rebels before or during the attack. Other
settlers whose written oaths led to their convictions included Cornelius Griffith, John
Simpson, Aaron Travers, David Dewees, and John Faulk. 35
Even some of the accused tried in absentia claimed innocence. George Knolls
wrote to John McQueen explaining that he fled East Florida because of a false rumor
that he was one of the "French Party," which convinced him that he could not receive
a fair trial. Claiming great poverty, he asked to be pardoned and to be allowed to
return to his farm.36 Knolls conveniently omitted the fact that he had been among
those who had burst into William Lane's house on the night of July 9, 1795.
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None of the alleged rebels was executed. The three condemned men in
custody served only short jail sentences. Timothy Hollingsworth's plantation was
returned to him. He lived there until 1805 when he sold it and moved to Camden
County. 37 William Lane was still alive in the 1820s when he successfully claimed
ownership of land on Trout Creek before an American land court. 38 James Lee
retained possession of his farm on the St. Johns River until 1803. 39 Nor is there
record that the lesser sentences were carried out. Those condemned to hard labor did
not serve their entire sentences. John Faulk, who was sentenced to ten years working
on the fortifications at Pensacola, was granted 350 acres at Doctor's Lake by
Governor White in 1803. Furthermore, in 1821, his widow, Sarah, was granted title
to the farm her husband had owned at the time of the rebellion. 40
Not all of those who fled to Georgia after the rebellion had their lands in East
Florida confiscated or their children disinherited. Though their property was
automatically forfeited to the Crown, if nobody in the province applied to settle the
land then it was often regranted to the former rebel owner. Mills Drury returned to
his farm after the rebellion and lived there until his death in 1818 when he left it to
his son, Mills Jr. 41 Though Richard Lang never returned to live in East Florida, in
1817, Governor Coppinger allowed him to sell the land he had held in the province at
the time of the rebellion. 42 The lands of William Jones, George Knolls, John
McIntosh, and Joseph Mills, were claimed by settlers already living in the province
with the result that these settlers never returned to live in East Florida. 43
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Spanish justice towards lawbreakers was not always lenient. In the military,
punishments for drunkenness and desertion ranged from two to ten years at hard
labor. Between August and October 1796, eight soldiers based in St. Augustine
sentenced to hard labor in Pensacola did serve their time. 44 Yet, it is not surprising
that the Spanish administration was so easy on the 1795 rebels. The harsh sentences
announced by Governor White in February 1798 never stood a chance of being
approved by his superiors in Havana because to have done so would have seriously
compromised Spain's overall policy for East Florida. Spain regarded its colonies of
East Florida, West Florida, and Louisiana as bulwarks against the rising tide of
American encroachment along its borders, which, if left unchecked, would eventually
threaten the security of New Spain. Since 1790, the policy for maintaining these
borderland colonies was to attract a large population of loyal subjects to resist
American infiltration. Ironically, almost all of those attracted to East Florida by
offers of free land were Americans from Georgia and the Carolinas. To have
executed, or forced hard labor upon those convicted in 1798 would undoubtedly have
undermined the foundations of the borderlands policy. Hollingsworth, Lane, and Lee
might have become martyrs, encouraging further revolts and deterring new settlement.
Either way, if the sentences had been implemented as handed down, Spanish authority
in East Florida would have been seriously compromised.
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Table 1: A Complete List of the 1795 Rebels
Escaped Arrest
Arrested
James Allen
Abril, free black
Robert Allen
George Arons
William Ashley
Uriah Bowden
John Burnett
George Cook
Robert Burnett
John Creighton
Ephram Davis
David Dewees
William Downs
Nathaniel Eegle
Mills Drury
John Faulk
John Dudley
George Flora
George Fillet
Robert Gilbert
Joseph Fillet
Francis Goodwin
William Jones Sf.
Cornelius Griffiths
William Jones Jf.
Joseph Heguins
George Knolls
Daniel Hogans
Richard Lang
Timothy Hollingsworth
James Leslie
John Jones
Silas Leslie
Solomon King
John Linders Limb
Pierce Lane
Jonathan McCullough
William Lane
John McIntosh
James William Lee
William McKay
Jim, slave of James Wm. Lee
George Mills
Richard Malpas
Joseph Mills
Daniel McGirtt
James Nobles
Manuel Otero
William Plowden
Cornelius Rain
Robert Rain
Joseph Rain
John Silcock
William Rain
Francis Sterling
John Simpson
Isaac Sterling
Joseph Summerlin
Tephilo Thomas
Henry Sweeney
John Peter Wagnon
Billy Thompson
Nathaniel Wilds
Aaron Travers
Edward Turner
Samuel Wilson
Jacob Worley
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Chapter 2: Spanish Immigration Policies: Foundation for Rebellion

Spain's main objective in reacquiring East Florida from Great Britain at the
Treaty of Paris in 1783 was to use it as part of a buffer zone between expansionist
Americans in the new United States to the north, and the valuable Spanish colony of
New Spain to the south. The policies enacted to achieve this goal were similar to
those enacted for Spain's other border colonies, West Florida and Louisiana.
Realizing it could not militarily defend a border which stretched from St. Augustine
to the Mississippi River, Spain decided to populate the three colonies with loyal
subjects who would act as a human defense against invasion or infiltration from the
north. In order to attract settlers, standard colonial policies on immigration had to be
modified. Such modification was unprecedented in the Spanish Empire, and the
policies implemented in East Florida were not well thought out. The vast majority of
immigrants to East Florida were American-born Protestants from Georgia and the
Carolinas, the very population against which the province needed protection.
During the first period of Spanish rule (1565 - 1763), the colony of La Florida
was never more than a military outpost whose primary purpose was to protect the
shipping routes between Spain and its New World colonies. Historian Amy Bushnell
characterized the colony as poor and isolated "maintained at a cost out of all
proportion to benefits received. III Bushnell noted that the Spanish Crown did not
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develop the Indian trade which was soon exploited by English and French traders.
Spanish merchants in the Caribbean did not find it profitable to trade with St.
Augustine as the population was too small and the shipping costs were too high. To
aggravate these economic problems, the vast majority of the native population died
from disease, and the colony was almost never at peace. During its 200-year rule,
Spain's ownership of Florida was challenged on many occasions, especially by the
British in South Carolina. 2 When the colony of Georgia was founded in 1734, the
British threat moved closer. Georgia's southern boundary was set at the Altamaha
River. The area between here and St. Augustine remained largely unsettled, giving
Spanish Florida a much-needed buffer zone against the British menace. When Spain
lost Florida in 1763, however, it was not through conquest, but rather at the
bargaining table where it was exchanged in return for British withdrawal from
Havana.
In 1784, when the Spanish recovered East Florida after a twenty year hiatus,
they resumed the policy of maintaining it as a military colony. 3 During those
intervening twenty years, however, much had changed. The American Revolution did
more than decide the ownership of the Floridas; it also destroyed the restraint Britain
had exercised on the unauthorized acquisition of Indian lands by its colonists. The
new United States government was not as effective in curbing the expansionist desires
of its states. Though the state of New York set an example in 1780 by relinquishing
its claims to lands west of the Appalachians, most of the other twelve states claimed
lands west to the Mississippi. Georgia refused to cede its western lands to Congress
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until 1802.4 The threat posed by independent land-hungry Americans to Spanish
sovereignty was far greater than that posed by British colonials during the First
Spanish Period.
The Treaty of Paris confirmed the narrow St. Marys River as the border
between East Florida and Georgia. Since 1763, when the Creeks ceded land south of
the Altamaha, the St. Marys had separated the two colonies. In 1784, the returning
Spanish no longer had the defensive benefit of an unsettled area north of the St.
Marys.5 Once the American Revolution ended, the boundaries of Georgia were
insufficient to contain the rapid migration into the state. Enormous pressure was
placed on the state assembly to secure more land from the Creeks. Between 1782 and
1790, pioneer settlers pushed into Indian lands west of the Ogeechee River. In 1783,
the State negotiated with the Lower Creeks for this land, and created the counties of
Washington and Franklin. Neither the Upper Creeks nor the United States
government recognized this cession until 1790, and throughout the 1780s the Upper
Creeks waged war against the new settlers. Georgians also eyed lands further west.
In 1785, land speculators unsuccessfully attempted to create a new county named
Bourbon in the Natchez district on the Mississippi. 6
The Spanish immediately recognized that East Florida was vulnerable to hardy
American frontiersmen who exhibited a willingness to face hostile Indian attacks in
order to settle fertile lands. Even more disturbing was the Georgians' propensity for
acquiring land cessions from the Indians. It was vital for the Spanish to maintain
good relations with the Creeks, the most effective obstacle to Georgian expansion
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towards the Mississippi. East Florida, along its border with Georgia, did not enjoy
this protection. The Timucua Indians who originally inhabited the land south of the
St. Marys and along the St. Johns River Valley had been decimated by disease during
the First Spanish Period. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, Creek Indians
began migrating into the area. When the British acquired East Florida, the colony's
first governor, James Grant, extracted land cessions from the Creeks. This land was
then granted to settlers chiefly from Britain's other American colonies and from the
British Isles. After the British retroceded the province to Spain, most of these settlers
chose to emigrate, leaving the area largely unpopulated. Maintaining a wilderness
frontier was Spain's defensive policy before 1763, but now these unsettled lands were
detrimental to the security of the province.
The Treaty of Paris was ratified on September 19, 1783, yet it was not until
July 12, 1784, that the new Spanish governor of East Florida, Don Vicente Manuel
de Zespedes, took over the reins of power from the British. Two days later,
Zespedes ordered his secretary to conduct a census of the households of British
settlers sti11living in the province. Settlers were ordered to state whether they wished
to remain in East Florida or to depart. Those who chose to stay and to swear
allegiance to King Carlos III of Spain would retain possession of their lands. All
others were given until March 19, 1785, to pack up their portable belongings and
leave. The 1784 census listed the households of 495 British settlers, comprising
1,401 whites and 2,268 slaves. 7

Of these households, 331, (67 percent), reported

that they wished to retire from the province. Eighty-one households, (16 percent),
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stated that it was their decision to remain in East Florida if granted permission by the
Spanish Government. Eighty-three households, (17 percent), were undecided. 8
Twenty men who were later involved in the 1795 rebellion are listed in the
1784 census. 9 (See Table 2). Four of the these men stated their intention of retiring
from East Florida. William Ashley and William Jones Jf. moved across the St. Marys
River and settled in Camden County. 10 Their decision was probably influenced by the
fact that in 1782 the Georgia Assembly had begun to allow former Loyalists to return
from East Florida and reclaim their Georgia citizenship on condition that they pay a
part of their property to the state. Gradually, all penalties against the return of such
individuals were abolished. ll
Timothy Hollingsworth and Joseph Mills also wished to retire from East
Florida. Sometime after the census was taken, however, they decided to stay.
Historian Susan R. Parker suggests that British settlers may have opted to remain in
East Florida because of the hardships experienced by those who immigrated to the
nearest British colony, the Bahama Islands. Accounts of these hardships probably
dissuaded other East Florida settlers, such as Hollingsworth and Mills, from retiring.
A second reason for remaining was that many Loyalists who had lost property in
Georgia and the Carolinas during the Revolution felt that the new United States was
unviable and that when it was inevitably reconquered by Britain, they would be
nearby in East Florida to take advantage of the change in administration. 13
Most of the heads of households who later became rebels either wished to
remain in the province or were undecided. The only one to give an explanation for his
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Table 2: Rebels Included in the 1784 East Florida Census 12
Name

Origin

Marital Status Children Slaves Horses Cows Stated Decision

George Arons

Alsace

Married

1

10

11

Undecided

Nathaniel Ashleya Virginia

Married

7

8

9

Retire

Mills Drury

S.Carolina

Married

2

Robert Gilbert

N.Carolina Married

6

Married

1

T. Hollingsworth

N.Carolina Married

5

William J ones C

N.Carolina Single

Cornelius Griffiths S.Carolina

Undecided
1
2
12b

17

Remain

12

Undecided

1

Retire
Retire

Solomon King
William Laned

N.Carolina Single

Joseph Mills

Married

Joseph Rains

Pennsylvania Married

Francis Sterling

Pennsylvania

7

6

2

3

4

12

8

Remain
Retire

20

-

Remain
Undecided

J. Summerlin
Henry Sweeney

Virginia

Married

2

2

2

Aaron Travers

S.Carolina

Single

1

Remain

Samuel Wilson

Pennsylvania Single

3

Remain

5

Undecided

a Though Nathaniel Ashley was not one of the 1795 rebels, he is listed here because his

son, William, who was one of the rebels, was living with him in 1784. William is
listed separately in the 1784 census as a member of the East Florida militia company
of Lieutenant Colonel William Young, established by Governor Tonyn in 1783 to
preserve public tranquility along the Florida-Georgia border.
b Hollingsworth's slaves are listed as "piece" slaves.
c This William Jones is probably the son of William Jones Sr. who was named as one of the
leaders of the 1795 Rebellion. He is listed here as a native of North Carolina and an
apprentice carpenter in the house of the German carpenter, Grassel. William Jones
Sr. was also a carpenter and a native of North Carolina.
d The information on William Lane suggests either an inaccuracy in the census, or that this
was not the William Lane arrested in 1795. Although the census lists Lane as single,
it is clear from the court records on the 1795 rebellion that Lane had a 19 year-old
son named Pierce. Pierce is not listed in the 1784 census but it is likely that, as an
eight year-old boy, he was living with his father at that time.
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decision was Robert Gilbert, who was unable to retire because his elderly father was
incapable of moving. Perhaps many were like William Maxwell, listed elsewhere in
the census, who stated that he would remain if he found "opportunity and
employment." Mills Drury, Aaron Travers, and Samuel Wilson, did not own much
property, and may have felt they had nothing to lose by taking a chance under the
new Spanish administration. George Arons, on the other hand, a reasonably wealthy
farmer with ten slaves and eleven horses, may have decided to remain because he was
a Catholic.
It is possible that some of the 1795 rebels, like Daniel McGirtt, were not

recorded in the 1784 census even though they resided in the province. McGirtt, a
native of South Carolina, had initially supported the Patriots in the American
Revolution. Due to a dispute with a fellow officer, however, he was charged with
insubordination and was court-martialed and publicly whipped. Shortly afterwards, he
fled to East Florida to support the Crown, and joined the East Florida Rangers, a
company of mounted irregulars established by British Governor Patrick Tonyn in
1776 to strengthen the defense of East Florida. As a member of the Rangers,
McGirtt took part in numerous raids into Georgia. After the Revolution, McGirtt
became an outlaw and raided cattle and slaves on both sides of the St. Marys. 14
Because of his criminal status, McGirtt did not dare appear before the governor's
secretary. 15
The number of former British settlers who remained in East Florida cannot be
accurately derived from the 1784 census. Other reports of the post-evacuation
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population often contradict each other. Nicolas Grenier, the commander of Spanish
troops on the St. Marys, estimated that there were about sixty families living between
the St. Johns and St. Marys Rivers in November 1784, but added that this was a
shifting population. 16 Eighteen months later, retiring Governor Tonyn reported that
450 whites and 200 slaves remained in the provinceY In 1790, in a letter to the
captain general in Havana, Governor Zespedes stated that twenty-two Loyalist
families - amounting to 123 whites and thirty-six slaves remained on the southern side
of the St. Marys. A little later, in the same letter, he stated that "at the conclusion of
the English evacuation of this province, there remained here some eighty British
families at the disposition of His Majesty. ,,18
Estimating the rural population along East Florida's northern rivers during the
late 1780s is no less difficult. The Spanish conducted further censuses in 1787 and
1789. 19 In her study of these censuses and other records, Susan Parker estimates that
there were a minimum of eighty-three households inhabiting this region during these
years. 20 Parker acknowledges that this is a conservative estimate because it was quite
possible for the census-takers to have overlooked many settlers in areas which were
not easily accessible. 21 Mills Drury, Francis Sterling, and Henry Sweeney, for
instance, do not show up in the 1787 census but were listed in 1784 and 1789.
William Lane and Samuel Wilson, who both lived on the Nassau River, were not
counted in the 1789 census, even though they were listed in 1784 and again in 1787.
(See Tables 2, 3 and 4). Using the number of eighty-three households, it can be
estimated that there were approximately 350 whites and 150 slaves residing north of
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the St. Johns River during the late 1780s. The area between the St. Johns and St.
Marys Rivers is approximately 1,100 square miles, giving a population density of
under one person per square mile. 22

Table 3: Rebels Included in the 1787 East Florida Census23
Name

Origin

Marital Status Children Religion Slaves Horses Cows

George Arons

Alsace

Married

1

Cath.

Married

2

Prot.

Married

2

T. Hollingsworth

Married

6

Solomon King

Married

3

Cornelius Griffiths S.Carolina
Daniel Hogan

Georgia

10

7
3

16

3

13

2

5

9

William Lane

American

Married

5

Prot.

3

6

7

Richard Lang

S.Carolina

Married

6

Prot.

1

2

11

Richard Malpas

American

Married

2

Prot.

Joseph Mills

American

Married

Joseph Rains

Maryland

Married

J. Summerlin

S.Carolina

Married

Aaron Travers

S.Carolina

Single

Samuel Wilson

American

Married

3

Prot.

2

6

7

5

Prot.

6

8

70

2

Prot.

3

6

1
Prot.

30

1

1

Table 4: Rebels Included in the 1789 East Florida Census24
Name

Age Residence Marital Status Children Religion Slaves Horses Cows Pigs

James Allen

31

George Arons

40

Ephram Davis

54

Nassau

Widowed

Mills Drury

37

Nassau

Married

Nassau

Cornelius Griffiths 35

St.Marys
?

Married
?

5

Prot.

?

Cath.

?

100

80

2

?

12

Prot.

1

3

Prot.

2

2

50

Married

3

Prot.

4

15

50

4

Prot.

2
3

2

Richard Lang

45

St.Marys

Married

James Leslie

39

Nassau

Widowed

Prot.

Cornelius Rains

22

Nassau

Married

Prot.

1

5

20

12

Joseph Rains

52

St.Marys

Married

2

Prot.

8

6

130

54

Francis Sterling

24

Nassau

Married

1

Prot.

1

7

21

Joseph Summerlin 31

Nassau

Married

2

Prot.

4

10

30

Henry Sweeney

St.Marys

Married

3

Prot.

3

9

7

38

1

30

This underpopulated border region of East Florida clearly worried Governor
Zespedes. In his last major report as governor, Zespedes strongly advised his
superiors in Havana that such underpopulation was extremely damaging to the security
of the province.25 He felt that the only way to prevent the infiltration of East Florida
by American frontiersmen, whom he described as being "distinguished from savages
only in their color, language, and the superiority of their depraved cunning and
untrustworthiness," was to encourage immigration to the province and so create "a
living wall of industrious citizens. ,,26 Zespedes was convinced that if Spain continued
the defense policies of the First Spanish Period, it would only be a matter of time
before the "insatiable appetite" of these Americans would undermine all Spanish
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authority in East Florida. As evidence for this opinion, the governor pointed to
American encroachment along the Ohio, Tennessee, and Yazoo Rivers.27
According to Zespedes, populating the province would not be difficult if it
were encouraged by the government in Madrid. During his six year term as
governor, numerous wealthy American planters had applied to him for permission to
settle in East Florida. These planters wished to avail themselves of land "well suited
for the cultivation of rice, indigo, hemp, flax, tobacco, and cotton," and also for
cattle ranching. The governor estimated that at least one thousand "useful families
with three or four thousand slaves would be living between the St. Johns and St.
Marys Rivers if we had the necessary permission to admit settlers on a permanent
basis. "28
Therein lay the flaw. Zespedes, fearful of American infiltration of an
underpopulated province, was proposing to solve the problem by allowing American
settlers to immigrate legally. This was not a contradiction to Zespedes, however,
because he did not lump all Americans into the same class. His derogatory
description of Georgians, quoted earlier, was reserved for the rugged frontiersmen,
not the planter-merchant class. Those most desired as immigrants were men like John
McQueen, a Georgia planter who promised to bring 500 slaves with him if he were
allowed to reside in East Florida. 29 The governor did not elaborate on how
undesirable Americans would be prevented from entering the province if the
immigration laws were changed.
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Zespedes' call for a change in the immigration laws was also motivated by his
frustration with the existing laws. There were clear inconsistencies between the law
as it was devised in Madrid and how it was ordered to be implemented in East
Florida. Official Spanish policy, dictated by a royal order of May 8, 1786, restricted
immigration to Catholics, yet the governor was unable to adequately enforce this
law.30 Despite the prohibition against them, Protestant settlers were openly entering
the province during the 1780s. Eight men who were later involved in the 1795
rebellion circumvented the immigration laws. 31 Perhaps the most notorious of these
was Richard Lang, the alleged leader of the rebellion. Lang was born in South
Carolina in 1755. In 1784, at the age of twenty-nine, he committed a felony in
Charleston, escaped to Georgia but was arrested and jailed in Savannah. He escaped
from custody on June 18, 1784, as he was being taken back to Charleston to stand
trial, and promptly made his way to East Florida. 32 Lang entered the province during
the turmoil generated by the arrival of the Spaniards and the evacuation of the British,
and by 1786 he had acquired 250 acres of land on the south side of the St. Marys
River. 33
Zespedes was well aware of these illegal residents who had "already
constructed cabins and occupied themselves in planting crops, all without the
permission of this government." In order to rid the province of these people, the
governor would have had to use force but he did "not feel authorized to employ such
violent means without specific orders from his superiors. ,,34 Until he found out what
his orders were, he felt he had no choice but to "continue to ignore these violations."
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The governor's position was also compromised by the fact that there was much
support within East Florida for admitting Protestant settlers. Luis Fatio, son of
Francis Fatio, informed Zespedes that due to the Indian wars north of the St. Marys,
many Georgians sought refuge in East Florida. He was of the opinion that allowing
them to enter would "be an effectual way of strengthening ourselves and weakening
those who are able to hurt us. "35 The Spanish magistrate for the St. Marys and
Nassau Rivers, Henry O'Neill, was also sympathetic towards the petitions of
Protestant families gathered on the north side of the St. Marys and seeking to enter
East Florida. Not having the authority to ignore official immigration policy,
however, O'Neill submitted the matter to Colonel Howard who deferred to
Zespedes. 36
The greatest help to those seeking to enter East Florida illegally was Richard
Lang. In 1788, Lang was suspected of involvement in the murder of Henry O'Neill,
who was shot on Cumberland Island on April 24, and died seven days later. A bitter
feud between the two men had been brewing long before the murder. Despite his
suspicions, Zespedes bowed to the wishes of the settlers along the St. Marys who
petitioned to have Lang appointed magistrate. The governor also thought that
appointing Lang to the position would bring him more directly under government
control. Lang, however, used his official position to allow illegal immigration and
profit financially in the process. He extracted payments from immigrants in return
for delaying informing the governor of their presence until they were well established
in the province. In this way, many settlers side-stepped Spanish immigration laws.
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Certainly, Lang benefited from the admission of James Allen and his son Robert.
With the blessing of Lang, Allen regularly engaged in illegal trade with the Indians.
According to Howard, Lang even commissioned Allen for that very practice. 3?
The reaction of Zespedes' superiors to his recommendations were mixed.
Bernardo de Galvez, viceroy of New Spain, recognized that East Florida was vital to
the security of Spain's possessions in the Caribbean and New Spain, and was in favor
of liberalizing immigration laws. On the other hand, Jose Salcedo, the chief official
of the Louisiana Bureau in the Department of War and Treasury for the Colonies,
took the opposite view, arguing that Spain should divest itself of East Florida and
return the province to Britain. 38 According to Salcedo, East Florida was incapable of
contributing to the security of Spain's other colonies, and was absorbing too much
royal revenue. 39 To back up his argument, Salcedo pointed out that the Castillo de
San Marcos needed extensive repairs, that the sand bar at the entrance to St.
Augustine was a severe disadvantage to shipping, and that the province was totally
dependent on imports for its survival. Spain, he argued, should not waste its time
trying to encourage immigration to the province because it had other colonies, such as
Santo Domingo and Puerto Rico, where the soil was much more fertile and where
further development would benefit the Crown. Ceding East Florida to the British,
Salcedo continued, would be economically advantageous for Spain but it would also
ensure the security of Louisiana and New Spain since a British East Florida would
cause much insecurity in Georgia thus distracting Americans from pushing towards
the Mississippi. 40
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Table 5: Rebels' Oaths of Allegiance41
Date of Oath
Origin
Name
American Aug 4 1790
James Allen
American Apr 5 1793
Wm. Ashley*
Uriah Bowden American Aug 19 1790
American Aug 31 1790
Ephram Davis
?
?
Wm. Downes*
American Aug 31 1790
Mills Drury
American Aug 21 1790
Robert Gilbert
American Feb 1 1791
Fr. Goodwin*
American Aug 31 1790
C. Griffiths
?
T. Hollingsworth American
Wm. Jones Sr. * American Jan 5 1792
American Aug 20 1790
Solomon King
George Knolls* German Feb 1 1791
American Aug 12 1790
William Lane
James W. Lee* American Oct 9 1792
Jan 13 1792
J. Leynder Lims*Irish
?
J. McCullough Irish
John McIntosh* American March 1791
American May 18 1791
Wm. McKay*
American Aug 12 1790
Joseph Mills
Wm. Plowden* American Apr 30 1791
Cornelius Rains American Aug 31 1790
American Aug 31 1790
Joseph Rains
John Simpson* American Sep 23 1790
Francis Sterling American Aug 31 1790
American Aug 31 1790
J. Summerlin
Henry Sweeney American Aug 31 1790
Teph. Thomas* American Oct 30 1792
Aug 21 1790
?
Aaron Travers
Edward Turner* American Aug 31 1790
In. P. Wagnon* American Apr 30 1791
Samuel Wilson American Aug 20 1790

Religion Occupation
Indian Trader
Prot.
?
Prot.
Farmer
Prot.
Farmer
Prot.
?

?

?

Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.
Prot.

Farmer
Planter
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

Married
Married
Married

?

?
?

?

Prot.
Prot.
Prot.

?

Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Widowed
Married
Married
Single
Married
Married
Single
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Married
Single

Farmer
Farmer
Planter
Farmer
Farmer
Planter
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Carpenter
Farmer
Planter
Planter
Farmer

Prot.
Prot.

Children Slaves Horses Cows
Status
1
4
Married
4
2
18
20
Married
Single
Widowed

?

?

3
4
3
5
7
3
5
1

6

4
5

?

19
2
9
83
9
5
3
6

?

3
20

4

15

4
2

5
7

4
3
1
8

3
8
5
8
2
4
3

?

5
24

?

1
2

* Inunigrated to East Florida under the new inunigration laws
"_" = none; "?" = unknown
Explanation of symbols:
Maintaining East Florida as a colony was ultimately deemed to be in Spain's best
interest, and in the sununer of 1790 the decision was made in Madrid to alter the province's
inunigration laws. A similar alteration to the inunigration laws of Louisiana and West Florida
had been made in 1788. Under the new laws for East Florida, settlers, regardless of their
religious persuasion, were to be attracted to the province by generous land grants. Each head
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?

2
1

33

1
3
3
5

?

400
20
130
7

10

9

?

14
23

of household would be given 100 acres, with an additional fifty acres for each household
member, free or slave. An additional 1,000 acres could be obtained if the settler indicated he
could cultivate them. Settlers were not required to become Catholic but they could not openly
practice other religions. They had to swear allegiance to the Spanish crown and become
Spanish subjects. They were required to build adequate houses, keep a certain number of
livestock, and cultivate the land for ten years, at which time they would be given royal titles
to the land. Settlers could not sell or otherwise dispose of the land during their ten year
probation period. 42
The oath of allegiance which settlers had to take prior to receiving land grants indicate
a number of the 1795 rebels entering East Florida for the first time under the new
immigration laws. 43 The vast majority were American-born Protestants who, by listing
themselves as farmers or planters, clearly arrived to take advantage of the free land being
offered by the Spanish government. Judging by the property they brought with them,
however, the new arrivals differed considerably in their wealth. John Simpson and Tephilio
Thomas came without slaves or livestock, while William Ashley and William Jones were
already established men of wealth in Camden County, Georgia. William Ashley, who had
crossed from East Florida to Camden in 1784, had done very well in the interim. On
November 20, 1787, he was one of the twenty founders of the town of St. Marys. His name
appears regularly in the Camden County Deed Books. In 1788 alone, he received a 1,275
acre land grant, and sold three large tracts of land. 44 With eighty-three slaves, William Jones
was the wealthiest of the 1795 rebels to enter East Florida. 45
Wealthy men like Ashley and Jones were the kind of settlers whom former governor
Zespedes hoped to attract when he advocated liberalizing the immigration laws. Men of
property would more likely have a stake in the security of the province. Yet, according to
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John Forrester, who succeeded Richard Lang as magistrate for the St. Marys in 1792, many
of the wealthier immigrants intended to remain in East Florida only "until matters can be
made up with their creditors. "46 Francis Goodwin, for instance, who arrived with nineteen
slaves, had come to East Florida to avoid having his property stolen by a Mr. Armstrong with
whom he had some unsettled business in South Carolina. 47 John Mcintosh, who had had an
illustrious military and political career in Georgia before his arrival in East Florida, was also
in trouble with his creditors. 48 Though he brought thirty-three slaves with him, he had to
leave Georgia because he was in debt and needed "to do justice to his creditors without
immediate injury to his family. ,,49 John Peter Wagnon, who arrived in East Florida with
twenty-four slaves, was another wealthy immigrant fleeing from his creditors. In the years
prior to his arrival, he had been actively dealing in Georgia land. 50 Wagnon's financial
difficulties were exposed by Daniel McMurphy, an Indian trader who applied for residence in
East Florida in 1794. McMurphy stated that one of his reasons for wishing to live in East
Florida was to recover hundreds of pounds Wagnon owed him. McMurphy further stated that
Wagnon had been circulating counterfeit money in Georgia, and that was another reason why
he fled. 51
In general, immigrants received land along the St. Johns River to keep them away
from the Georgia border where they would be more likely to engage in illegal activities with
friends and relations on the north side of the St. Marys River.sz This policy clearly upset the
plans of some new arrivals. William Plowden established himself on the St. Marys in spite of
an order from Governor Quesada to remove himself to the St. Johns. Plowden took his oath
of allegiance on April 30, 1791, yet in December 1792 John Forrester informed Quesada that
Plowden "has no intention of moving himself from the St. Marys River, even though he has
been told he cannot remain here and must move to the St. Johns, because he often goes to the
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other side (i.e. Georgia)." Forrester actually suggested that Quesada confiscate some of
Plowden's property to force him to comply with the laws of the province. Plowden wasn't
the only newcomer in breach of the law. By the end of 1792 many other immigrants had
failed to remove themselves from the St. MarysY It wasn't until March 1793 that William
Plowden finally moved his family and slaves to the St. Johns.54
Settlers who inhabited the St. Marys and Nassau Rivers were almost exclusively those
who had resided in the province prior to 1790. 55 These established residents were also
obliged to take the oath of allegiance in order to receive land grants. Under the terms of the
Treaty of Paris, former British subjects were allowed to remain in the province, yet their
ownership of land was never confirmed by the Spanish government in Madrid. Those rebels
who had entered the province illegally between 1784 and 1790 had occupied land in violation
of Spanish law. Under the new immigration laws both these two groups were able to apply
for legal ownership of the land they already inhabited. This is what former governor
Zespedes had intended when he acknowledged that the insecurity of these settlers discouraged
them from making any improvements to their lands or dwellings and so their contribution to
the defense and food supply of the province was negligible. 56
After 1790, the Anglo population of East Florida grew considerably. The 1793
Padron, (tax roll), listed 262 American-born Protestant heads of households in the province. 57
This group constituted Zespedes' human defense against encroachment from the United States.
Yet, the loyalty of many of these settlers to the Spanish government was suspect. In a letter
to Governor Quesada, dated January 16, 1794, Nathaniel Hall noted that if East Florida were
invaded by a "party of Americans," certain settlers along the St. Johns would probably join
them. He mentioned John McIntosh, William Plowden, Francis Goodwin, William Jones,
Francis Sterling, and "the greater part of those newcomers from the States."
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Table 6: The Arrival of the 1795 Rebels in East Florida
Former British
Settlers

Immigrants
1784-1789

Immigrants
1790-1795

Probable Post1790 Immigrantsa

George Arons
Mills Drury
Robert Gilbert
Cornelius Griffiths
T. Hollingsworth
Solomon King
William Lane
Pierce Lane
Daniel McGirtt
Joseph Mills
Cornelius Rain
Joseph Rain
William Rain
Francis Sterling
Isaac Sterling
J. Summerlin
Henry Sweeney
Aaron Travers
Samuel Wilson

James Allen
Robert Allen
Uriah Bowden
Ephram Davis
Daniel Hogan
Richard Lang
James Leslie
Richard Malpas
Jonathan McCulloughb
Manuel OteroC

William Ashley
William Downs
Francis Goodwin
William Jones Sr.
William Jones Jr.
George Knolls
James William Lee
Slave Jim
John Linders-Lim
John McIntosh
William McKay
William Plowden
John Simpson
Tephilo Thomas
Edward Turner
John Peter Wagnon

John Burnett
Robert Burnett
George Cook
John Creighton
David Dewees
John Dudley
Nathaniel Eegle
John Faulk
George Fillet
Joseph Fillet
George Flora
Joseph Heguins
John Jones
Silas Leslie
George Mills
James Nobles
Robert Rain
John Silcock
Billy Thompson
Nathaniel Wilds
Jacob Worley
Abril, a free black

a While it cannot be stated with complete certainty, it seems probable that those rebels listed

in the fourth column entered East Florida after 1790.
b While Jonathan McCullough does not appear in any of the pre-1790 censuses, his
signature does appear on an October 1789 letter to the Governor from settlers on the
St. Johns River near the Cowford complaining of Indian attacks in the area. 58
c Otero was a member of the Spanish military who arrived in East Florida when the Spanish
returned in 1784.
Hall also noted that most of the settlers along the St. Marys and Nassau rivers had
formerly been British subjects and despised the Americans. One exception according
to Hall, was Richard Lang, whom he linked to the settlers on the St. JohnS.59 During
the summer of 1793, Governor Quesada expressed similar thoughts, stating that all
the settlers along the St. Johns River were "French at heart," and could not be trusted
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in the event of a French-inspired attack from the United States. 60 These opinions are
interesting because they hint at a division between established settlers and the new
arrivals. Certainly, as evidenced during the trials after the 1795 rebellion, Timothy
Hollingsworth held both John McIntosh and Richard Lang in contempt. For Quesada,
Hall, and perhaps others, the newcomers to the province had a greater propensity for
troublemaking than the established Anglo settlers.
An examination of the correspondence between the governor and the
English-speaking settlers and magistrates along the northern rivers, contained in the
East Florida Papers, reveals that at least ten settlers who were accused of rebellion in
1795 had prior records of lawless behavior. Crimes reportedly committed by these
settlers included spreading false rumors, theft, illegal trading and smuggling,
accomplice to murder, and treason against the state. Six of the ten troublemakers
arrived in the province after 1790 (See Table 7).
James Allen and William Lane were accused of trading with the Indians and
Americans in violation of the governor's orders forbidding such trade. While only
one accusation of illegal trade was brought against Lane (and that originated by
Richard Lang), Allen was constantly in trouble with the authorities. 61 In October
1789, Colonel Howard identified him as the main culprit in the illegal Indian trade,
purchasing from the Indians, horses and cattle which had been stolen in Georgia. His
activities caused many Georgians to threaten to cross into East Florida in search of
their stolen property. These were no idle threats. Georgians frequently entered the
province and carried off the property of East Florida residents if their own property
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proved to be irretrievable. Therefore, while some settlers within East Florida
benefitted by purchasing stolen property from Allen, presumably at reduced prices,
this type of activity was detrimental to the security of many of his neighbors along the
St. Marys.

Table 7: Rebels Accused or Convicted of Lawless behavior Prior to 1795
Resided in East Florida prior to 1790
James Allen
William Lane
Richard Lang
Daniel McGirtt

Immigrated to East Florida after 1790
William Ashley
George Fillet
William Jones Sf.
John McIntosh
William Plowden
John Peter Wagnon

Allen was also accused, in 1794, of raiding property along the south side of
the St. Marys and of "making waste of everything he could find." Despite a brief
imprisonment in 1793, Allen managed to continue his trade with the Indians by
frequently moving his place of residence from one side of the St. Marys River to the
other. 62 William Lane may also have continued his illegal trading activities because
in October 1794 he sold a herd of cattle at public market in Newton, a clear violation
of official Spanish commercial policies, but it is difficult to determine whether or not
it was carried out with the tacit approval of Governor Quesada who often ignored
trade with the United States. 63
When Lang was appointed magistrate of the St. Marys River Valley, he
abused his position, profiting from illegal immigrants entering East Florida and by
sanctioning James Allen's illegal trade with the Indians. In October 1789, Colonel
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Howard ordered an investigation of Lang's association with Allen. Lang denied
responsibility for Allen's activities, and accused William Lane and others of illegal
trading. Yet, Howard and Quesada continued to be suspicious of Lang's use of his
magistrate's office. When Lang traveled to South Carolina in April 1792 to settle
some family matters, the governor took the opportunity to appoint John Forrester in
his place. 64
Throughout the period, Daniel McGirtt continued to be one of the most
notorious criminals in East Florida. McGirtt's infamy stemmed from his leadership
of a band of outlaws, known as the banditti, during the turmoil of the early 1780s,
but even though Governor Zespedes was successful in disbanding the gang, McGirtt
never abandoned his status as an outlaw. He frequently intimidated and stole from
settlers on both sides of the St. Marys. In 1789, he was banished from East Florida
but soon found his way back. The following year, he was again arrested and
imprisoned in the Castillo de San Marcos. Though he was again released, McGirtt
soon resumed his old ways although he managed to avoid arrest until 1795. 65
The six newcomers to East Florida were accused of similar crimes. William
Ashley was certainly not the type of immigrant Governor Zespedes had in mind when
he advocated liberalizing the immigration laws. Though Ashley had been
economically successful in Camden County since his departure from East Florida in
1784, he was also suspected of complicity in the murder of Henry O'Neill. Before he
died, O'Neill identified William's father, Nathaniel, as the triggerman, yet authorities
in Camden County referred to the entire family as "murdering villians" and, failing to
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capture Nathaniel, had William and his brother, Lodowick, jailed in Sunbury,
Georgia. 66 William Ashley was shortly thereafter released from prison but the
following year he was stealing horses in East Florida. In July 1789, he stole four
horses and fled with them across the St. Marys to Georgia. 67
William Lane's son-in-law, George Fillet, was accused of knowingly buying
and selling cattle stolen in Georgia. John Forrester, who replaced Richard Lang as
magistrate on the St. Marys, branded Fillet as an associate of James Allen. In June
1792, Fillet, without authorization, moved his residence from Trout Creek to the St.
Marys River to facilitate illegal cross-border trade. Forrester forced Fillet back to the
Nassau River which he called "as good and as out of the way place to have a rogue to
prevent his stealings and conveying stolen property or harboring villians as can be had
on this side of the St. Johns. "68
In July 1793, Governor Quesada suspected William Jones of engaging in
contraband trade. Jones denied the charges claiming that he had not "brought from
any of the United States, property to the amount of one dollar in twelve months past."
No further charges were brought against Jones regarding illegal trade, though since he
frequently visited his family in Georgia, he remained suspect in the eyes of the
governor. 69
William Plowden was immediately branded a troublemaker. Between 1791
and 1795, he constantly engaged in illegal trade across the St. Marys River. He was
also described by Forrester as a "very very talkative man, and in many cases makes
himself too busy wherin (sic) he is not concerned." Forrester made his remarks in
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reply to complaints from Camden County officials that Plowden was spreading rumors
in Newton and Coleraine that East Florida settlers were armed and prepared to
prevent Georgians from settling on Indian lands. This rumor, according to Forrester,
was absolutely false, and Plowden was responsible for causing much anxiety on both
sides of the St. Marys.70
Governor Quesada did not consider John Peter Wagnon trustworthy, and did
not allow him to settle near the Georgia border. In May 1793, the governor refused
to grant Wagnon a pass to leave the province until he left "a trusty person of property
to be bound to answer to the many speculations and dealings which he has
depending." Quesada added that he was "led to believe he (Wagnon) thinks of
abandoning this province, which I should not regret. ,,71 Richard Lang, not
surprisingly, had a different opinion of Wagnon, stating in 1791 that ever since he
had been acquainted with Wagnon, "he has behaved himself in every respect that a
good loyal settler ought to. "72 Governor Quesada not only was angered by Wagnon's
illegal trading with Americans but also by his abuse of the rules of the headrights land
grants. Wagnon quickly sold the land he was granted on the St. Johns River to
Francis Goodwin, and moved his family to the St. Marys River where he could be
nearer the Georgia border. This was in clear violation of the laws which stipulated
that each grantee had to remain on the land for ten years before receiving royal title
and permission to sell the land. In June 1793, Wagnon was forced to return the
money to Goodwin, who in tum returned the land to the government. Wagnon
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eventually resettled along the St. Johns River and also purchased a house in St.
Augustine. 73
Having outlined the crimes committed by these settlers, it cannot be
maintained that those who immigrated to East Florida after 1790 were any more
troublesome than those who already resided in the province. What can be said is that
the liberalization of the immigration laws increased the number of settlers with a
propensity towards criminal activity. Something that does stand out, however, is the
fact that four of the five settlers charged with treason against the state prior to 1795,
were newcomers. In 1794, Jones, Lang, McIntosh, Plowden, and Wagnon, the five
who were identified the following year as the instigators and leaders of the rebellion,
were charged with involvement in French plans to attack East Florida. This issue will
be explored in depth in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 74
Propensity for lawlessness made many of East Florida's Anglo settlers
susceptible to rebellion in 1795. While these settlers bear individual responsibility for
the breakdown of law and order, their lives and actions must be set in the context of a
general lawlessness that was endemic to the Florida-Georgia border since the
American Revolution.
During the Revolution, East Florida remained loyal to Great Britain. While
the population of Georgia was severly divided, the abandonment of the colony by the
regular British military during the early years of the war made it difficult for
Loyalists to survive. Patriot organizations, such as the Sons of Liberty, terrorized the
Loyalist population, causing many to flee the colony. On November 2, 1775, East
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Florida governor, Patrick Tonyn, issued a proclamation inviting distressed Loyalists
from other colonies to seek refuge in East Florida. The St. Marys River then became
the boundary between Loyalist East Floridians and predominantly rebel Georgians.
The area between the Altamaha and St. Johns Rivers became the battleground for
what historian Martha Searcy called a "very personal war." Searcy noted in her study
of the Florida-Georgia border between 1776 and 1778, that the terrain of the area,
characterized by numerous rivers and swamps, made guerrilla warfare more
successful than the conventional movement of mass armies. Furthermore, the fact
that the entire merchant-large planter class on both sides of the border knew each
other well allowed "long-simmering frustrations, resentments, and animosities" to
emerge, resulting in "vicious partisan warfare and incidents of violence of peculiarly
repulsive cruelty." Searcy also noted that the East Florida Rangers, a mounted
civilian militia formed by Tonyn in 1776, was manned by Loyalist refugees from
Georgia, thus ensuring that much of the warfare along the border was waged for
personal revenge. 75
The Georgia militia invaded East Florida three times between 1776 and 1778,
burning plantations and stealing livestock. In return, the East Florida Rangers
conducted numerous raids into Georgia, destroying forts Barrington and Mcintosh,
but also wreaking terror on the civilian population. The East Florida Rangers were
officially disbanded in 1778 when the British recapture of Savannah shifted the
attentions of the Patriots further north. Individual members of the Rangers, such as
Daniel McGirtt, however, continued to conduct raids into Georgia. This unauthorized
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activity was necessitated in part to acquire provisions for the huge influx of Loyalist
refugees who entered East Florida in 1782 and 1783 when Savannah and Charleston
fell to the Patriots. Yet, the primary motivation was personal gain for a group of
militiamen, turned outlaws, who had been brutalized by the war. In fact, Brigadier
General Augustine Prevost, who commanded the regular British troops in East
Florida, regarded these men as mounted outlaws who took advantage of the
breakdown in law and order to further their own ends. 76
The huge numbers of Loyalist refugees fleeing to East Florida greatly
stretched the ability of Governor Tonyn to maintain law and order. Fully confident
that Britain would win the war, the refugees expected to return to their property in
Georgia and the Carolinas once the conflict was over. After East Florida was
retroceded to Spain, many disillusioned Loyalists joined Daniel McGirtt's gang of
outlaws, which became known as the banditti. Filled with revenge, they caused
havoc along the borderlands, determined to help themselves during the turmoil caused
by the incoming Spanish and the evacuating British. They ransacked the deserted
plantations of departing British settlers, stole cattle and other property from settlers,
and continued their raids into Georgia. They were also involved in kidnappings and
murders. As thousands of British settlers began evacuating from the port of St.
Marys, the banditti preyed upon property which was awaiting transport to the
Bahamas or Nova Scotia. Slaves, horses, cattle, were all prime targets for the
outlaws, who avoided capture by fleeing across the St. Marys River. The problem
was exacerbated by conflicting authority, Governor Tonyn still claiming to be the
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protector of British settlers even though Governor Zespedes was ultimately in charge
of the province. The Spanish were unable to restore any semblance of law and order
until final departure of British officials in November 1785. 77
This legacy of violence and lawlessness continued into the Second Spanish
Period. Cross border raiding and the regular movement of criminals between Georgia
and East Florida persisted through the 1790s. On February 4, 1794, William Bagley
of Georgia was apprehended on the south side of the St. Marys River. Bagley was
part of a gang of an American gang who were accused of killing hogs and stealing
potatoes. Hollingsworth also arrested another member of the gang but unfortunately
he escaped. On January 2, 1795, two of George Knoll's horses were stolen by "bad
people" who brought them across the St. Johns River and headed north. In March
1795, Colonel Howard was informed by Richard Gascoigne, a Justice of the Peace in
Camden County, that a Georgian named Nathan Atkinson, had killed his
brother-in-law and fled to East Florida with two of his children and the slaves of his
estranged wife. Apparently, Atkinson had been living for some time on the south
side of the St. Marys River and had actually sold the slaves to William Ashley and
John Peter Wagnon. Gascoigne sought permission from Howard to cross into East
Florida to apprehend the criminal. Examples such as these fill the correspondence
between the Anglo settlers and the governor. 78
Indian attacks upon the settlers worsened the violent nature of life along the
northern rivers of East Florida. In September 1789, William Lane's plantation was
attacked by Indians who "plundered the House of their Clothing and several other
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articles and broke pots and destroyed a great deal of things about his house and very
much abused his wife, threatened her life with drawn knives and scared the family
and her from the plantation." In June 1792, a gang of intoxicated Indians plundered
the home of George Fillet "ravishing his wife and committing other atrocities."
Edward Turner was attacked in April 1793. Sixteen Indians, led by John Golphin
ransacked his plantation and "took everything that was in his house, emptied his
feather beds .... and set the house on fire and burned everything that was in it and
burned his com house with all his com." Turner lost seven slaves, twenty three head
of cattle, and two horses. One week later, John Silcock's plantation was attacked and
a large herd of cattle were driven off. 79
The general state of lawlessness along the Florida-Georgia border since the
American Revolution meant that liberalizing East Florida's immigration laws ran the
risk of increasing the criminal population of the province. Governor Zespedes'
support for the new immigration laws was influenced by the reality that existing laws
had not prevented the illegal immigration of settlers such as Richard Lang and James
Allen. However, in his argument that the new laws would attract solid, wealthy
planters, Zespedes played down the possibility of opening the floodgates to Americans
hardened by frontier life and years of violence and hardships. Yet, while one of the
major factors behind the 1795 rebellion was this legacy of violence, the rebellion
might never have occurred had the Anglo settlers not become disillusioned with
Spanish rule.
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Chapter 3: Alienation and Frustration: Anglo Settlers and the
Spanish Government
East Florida's Anglo settlers were alienated and frustrated by Spanish rule.
Those who hoped to establish profitable agricultural or mercantile enterprises often
found their initiative restricted by Spanish laws on trade and travel. Spanish laws on
slavery also made life difficult for the inhabitants of the northern rivers. East Florida
was a haven for runaway slaves from Georgia and the Carolinas, and their owners
regularly crossed the St. Marys River in search of their property. The Anglo settlers
of the province were often the victims of such slave raids. Those who hoped to find
refuge from the Creek wars plaguing Georgia, found that the Spanish offered little
military protection to residents north of the St. Johns River. In fact, Spanish defense
policies often caused more hardship for the settlers than they did for those who were
threatening the province. Underlying these problems were language and cultural
differences between the Spanish military administration in St. Augustine and its
English-speaking rural subjects. By 1795, many Anglo inhabitants of East Florida
had reason to be disillusioned with Spanish rule.
In 1784, Spain's policy regarding East Florida was to maintain it as a military
colony without considering how it could be economically developed. This policy was
a continuation of the manner in which Spain had ruled Florida from 1565 to 1763. 1
The main purpose of East Florida was, along with Louisiana and West Florida, to
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provide protection for Spanish possessions in New Spain and the Caribbean. The
Spanish soon realized, however, that the standard Empire-wide system of
mercantilism was detrimental to the security of its three border colonies. Yet,
mercantilism was very profitable for Spain. Foreign goods imported by the colonies
passed through Spain where they were charged a 15 percent import duty. The higher
price of goods was then passed on to consumers in the colonies. Mercantilism netted
Spain an annual profit of nine million pesos, despite the fact that it had an
unfavorable balance of trade of twenty million pesos with foreign nations. The
twenty-nine million peso difference was paid by Spain's colonies in the form of higher
prices. Historian Arthur Preston Whitaker calculated that when shipping costs were
added, foreign goods in Louisiana cost an average of 40 percent more than direct
imports. This resulted in substantial illicit trade between Louisiana and the United
States and raised the possibility of rebellion by Louisiana's mostly French subjects. 2
The same dangers existed in West Florida, and later in East Florida.
In 1782, the Spanish government decided to modify standard mercantilist
policies for Louisiana and West Florida to prevent the infiltration of American
commerce. For a period of ten years, the ports of New Orleans and Pensacola were
allowed to trade with French ports where a Spanish consul resided. Imports and
exports were subject to a 6 percent duty. If French imports were reexported to other
Spanish colonies, the export duty was raised to 8 percent. Spain hoped that at the end
of ten years, Spanish manufacturers and merchants would be able to take over the
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entire commerce of Louisiana. According to Whitaker, this modification was unique
in the history of Spanish commercial legislation. ,,3
The first modification of standard commercial laws for East Florida occurred
in 1786 when the British trading firm, Panton, Leslie and Company, was permitted to
remain temporarily in St. Augustine for the purpose of trading with the Indians. This
company was formed in East Florida at the end of the British Period by leading
merchants from Georgia and South Carolina who had fled to the province during the
American Revolution. When the Spanish recovered East Florida they immediately
recognized that the Creeks provided the most effective barrier against American
expansion. Establishing good relations with the Creeks, therefore, was a top priority
for Governor Zespedes, which could only be achieved by controlling the Indian trade.
Failure to do this would force the Creeks, who had become dependant upon European
manufactured goods, into the arms of traders from the United States, and inevitably
undermine the security of Spain's three border colonies. Realizing that no Spanish
trading company was capable of providing the Indians with the same quality goods as
Panton, Leslie and Company, the British firm was permitted to import directly, upon
payment of a 6 percent duty, two annual shiploads of goods from neutral ports
specifically for the Indian trade. This royal order did not give Panton, Leslie and
Company a monopoly of the Indian trade but the governor in St. Augustine
interpreted it as such. Meanwhile, other East Florida merchants were restricted to
trade within the empire. All imports of foreign goods were channeled through Spain
and thus were subject to the standard Empire-wide 15 percent import duty that Spain
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lPassed on to its colonies. In 1789 the favorable position of Panton, Leslie and
Company improved further when it was relieved of having to pay the 6 percent
import duty. 4
The terms of the 1782 decree for Louisiana and West Florida were adjusted
and extended to East Florida in 1793. The three border colonies were permitted to
trade "with all friendly nations having treaties of commerce with the Crown," and
were permitted to "make shipments from New Orleans, Pensacola, and St. Augustine
to any port whatsoever of those nations, and admit shipments sent to them from those
places. "5 The duty on all imported goods was raised to 15 percent, while the duty on
exported goods remained at 6 percent. These trade measures were designed to
promote Spanish authority and to complement the new immigration laws which had
been passed in 1790. A loyal population along the borders with the United States
could only be established upon a foundation of economic prosperity. The decree,
however, excluded trade with the United States as a treaty of commerce did not exist
between the two countries. 6
Historians differ in their assessment of the impact of Spanish commercial
policies on the population and economy of the colony. Janice Borton Miller, Susan
R. Parker, Helen Hornbeck Tanner, and Arthur Preston Whitaker have argued that
official Spanish commercial policies had the effect of stifling the commerce of the
colony, resulting in the impoverishment of the population. 7 As evidence, they point
to the official correspondence between the governors in S1. Augustine and their
superiors in Havana and Madrid. This correspondence contains numerous
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descriptions of the deplorable economic state of East Florida and stresses the
advantages to be gained by implementing free trade. In May 1787, Governor
Zespedes noted that the Anglo settlers in the province "do not lack industry, but it
discourages them that they do not yet possess any outlet for the fruits of their labor
supposing that they exert themselves. ,,8 At the same time, these inhabitants were "so
completely destitute of means" that they were unable to afford the high prices being
charged for goods imported from Havana. 9 Zespedes' solution to East Florida's
economic problems was to allow free trade between the province and the United
States. Governor Quesada carried the torch of free trade when he took over from
Zespedes in 1790. Many references to the advantages of free trade and to the plight
of East Florida's inhabitants, who were increasing greatly in number since the
immigration laws went into effect, can be found in Quesada's correspondence with his
superiors.
These historians, who rely on official correspondence, portray the East Florida
economy as being in a state of near strangulation due to the inadequacies of the
Spanish colonial administrative system. Yet, they note also that the restrictive
commercial laws were sometimes ignored or circumvented. Tanner, for instance,
noted that Zespedes often turned a blind eye to the meager amount of trade between
Anglo settlers and the Georgia markets, which helped to sustain them. Tanner also
stated that St. Augustine received imports from the United States. Flour, salt, cheese,
saddles, and nails were imported from New York, butter and cheese from
Wilmington, and potatoes from Charleston. Such recognition of a certain amount of
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trade outside the legal parameters, however, does not dissuade Tanner from painting a
bleak economic picture of Spanish East Florida. 10
Recent quantitative studies suggest that the colony was not as stagnant as
historians have traditionally thought. James Cusick's study on commodity flow and
merchants in Spanish St. Augustine argues that there was a substantial amount of
private shipping operating between East Florida and the United States in spite of
official policies. He claims that the personal correspondence and opinions of
Governors Zespedes and Quesada were naturally biased because they were constantly
attempting to secure increased funding from Havana. Cusick's analysis of East
Florida shipping records suggests that St. Augustine was "a port engaged in virtual
free trade along the Atlantic seaboard, with a far-reaching merchant network and
equally far-reaching access to products from throughout Europe and the Spanish
Caribbean." In 1787, sixty-three of the ninety-two ships arriving at St. Augustine
sailed from American ports. In 1794, eighteen of the twenty-eight ships arrived from
the United States. Throughout the period, Charleston, not Havana, was St.
Augustine's major trading partner. 11
Ligia Maria Castillo-Bermudez, in her study of the situado (the annual stipend
sent to East Florida from Havana for the support of the colony), concurs with Cusick.
She uses the Treasury records to illustrate that the amount of imports purchased by
the government increased throughout the period. Imports increased so much,
especially after 1793, that the government was unable to pay for them with the
situado and so it had to operate on credit, first of all from local businessmen, and
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later from American merchants. Bermudez portrays East Florida as an economic
success despite the fact that the colony was fast becoming an economic satellite of the
United StatesY
Yet, neither of these studies explains how the economy of the colony was
perceived by its inhabitants - specifically by those accused of rebellion in 1795.
There is much evidence to suggest that many Anglo settlers considered the
commercial laws of the province to be unfair and restrictive. Their opinion was not
based on an objective analysis of shipping or treasury records, but on a biased
assessment of their own situation. In January 1793, Governor Quesada forwarded a
petition from thirty-seven residents to the King complaining that Spanish laws on
trade and commerce were making their lives unbearable. They were prohibited by
law from trading with Americans or Indians, even though East Florida was practically
surrounded by these people. As a result, the settlers of East Florida could find limited
markets for their products and were forced to pay excessive prices for manufactured
goods. The signatories of the petition compared their desolate situation to the free
trade and prosperity enjoyed by the former settlers of East Florida when it was ruled
by Britain. 13
This petition is only one of a plethora of letters written by Anglo settlers
complaining about their economic situation. Free trade, according to the petitioners,
was necessary for East Florida to develop economically. They defineded as the
opportunity to trade with Indians and Americans who provided natural markets for
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East Florida's agricultural produce. Trade with these groups would, according to the
petitioners, also reduce the prices of imported goods.
According to Cusick's study, however, free trade already existed between East
Florida and American ports. Cusick points out that, while trade with Havana was
dominated by St. Augustine traders who had well-established family and business
connections there, trade with American ports was "open to all." He lists many St.
Augustine traders who regularly sailed to Charleston, Savannah, and New York. No
Anglo settlers (with the exception of Francis Fatio), were involved in this trade.
Settlers along the northern rivers had to trade through middlemen in St. Augustine
since there was no other legal port of entry in the province. Furthermore, they had to
transport their goods to St. Augustine for export. Given the fact that these settlers
lived close to the Georgia markets at Newton and Cumberland Island, this circuitous
method of trading with Americans did not constitute "free trade." Free trade with
Americans meant the freedom to trade across the St. Marys River, and the freedom to
use Amelia Island as a legal port of entry . Yet, residents of East Florida were
forbidden, upon the pain of a six peso fine, from leaving the province without an
official pass from the governor. While smuggling was always a relatively easy option
to circumvent trade restrictions, it had obvious disadvantages for large-scale trade on
a regular basis. This interpretation of free trade was especially important for these
rural settlers, as forest products constituted the primary cash crop. Exporting lumber
through the port of St. Augustine was not as cost efficient as exporting it through
Amelia Island because for most exports some overland transport was required, and
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furthermore, the sand bar at the mouth of S1. Augustine's harbor permitted only small
ships to dock there. 14
The natural ties between the inhabitants of East Florida's northern rivers and
the markets in Georgia are amply documented in the settlers' own correspondence.
One of the main reasons settlers traveled to Georgia was because of the lack of a
general store anywhere north of St. Augustine. In March 1794, John McQueen noted
that "if some person from S1. Augustine was induced to set up ... shop at this place
(Le. the Cowford) .. .it would be a considerable relief to the poor inhabitants, who, as
well as their wives and children, are exceedingly distressed. "15 Echoing this opinion,
Richard Lang stated that the inhabitants of the St. Marys were unfavorably distant
from S1. Augustine and found it very difficult to obtain supplies, including clothing
for their families, or sell their produce. The Cowford was a half day's ride from St.
Augustine in good weather. During rainy weather flooding frequently occurred and
necessitated a combination of travel by land and water to reach the capital. Much
closer than St. Augustine were the general stores on the northern tip of Cumberland
Island which were visited regularly by settlers. 16
Settlers on the northern frontier also turned to Georgia for medical treatment.
In 1791, Richard Lang complained that, due to the distance to St. Augustine, settlers
a[ong the S1. Marys River could not get medicines for their families. Moreover, the
commander of the garrison on Amelia Island made it difficult for these settlers to
cross over to Georgia to procure these vital supplies. Dr. Thomas Sterling, who was
assigned to the hospital in St. Augustine, did make rounds of the province, often
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residing at Colonel Howard's headquarters at San Vicente Ferrer for several months.
Yet, for emergency treatment and for more specialized care the settlers always looked
north. John McIntosh frequently sent his wife, Sarah, to Georgia for eye treatment.
In September 1792, when Andrew Atkinson was suddenly taken ill, he was brought
across the St. Marys River to Newton where he was treated. I?
Strong ties also existed between East Florida settlers and their families in
Georgia. Since most of the immigrants after 1790 came from Georgia, it was only
natural that they wished to maintain contacts across the St. Marys River. It was
relatively easy for settlers to get permission to travel out of the province on family
business. The East Florida Papers are full of letters from settlers to the governor
describing the political situation in Georgia and South Carolina after their return. So
numerous were these "family visits" that John Forrester, interim magistrate on the St.
Marys, suspected that many settlers were using this excuse for trade and other illegal
activities. In September 1792, Forrester intercepted nine settlers on their way to visit
friends in Georgia. Some of them were going to purchase milk cows for their
families. In his report to the governor, Forrester requested that settlers wishing to
leave the province should advertise their intentions to him ten days prior to departure.
John McIntosh, who received a government passport to travel to and from Georgia,
frequently went to Newton to meet with his brother William. McIntosh apparently
abused this privilege for in January 1794 he was accused of allowing John Peter
Wagnon to use his passport in order to conduct business in Georgia. 18
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Despite the prohibition on cross-border trade, many business ties existed
between East Florida settlers and people in Georgia. Susan Parker noted that between
1787 and 1789 many of the residents along the St. Marys River increased the size of
their cattle herds. This was due, in large part, to Georgia residents fleeing the Indian
wars and driving their cattle into East Florida either for safekeeping or quick sale.
Trade in cattle continued after 1790. In June 1792, John Forrester applied to the
Governor for permission to import fifty-five head of cattle which he had recently
purchased from a South Carolinian. A few months later, Forrester allowed a
Georgian to bring forty head of cattle into the province and sell them to Francis
Xavier Sanchez, whom he described as an old resident who had previously purchased
cattle from the United States. In October 1794, Andrew Atkinson reported that
William Lane's cattle were recently sold at public market in Newton. A few months
later, George Poyth of Georgia stated that he would shortly deliver "good stock cattle
to the amount of one thousand dollars, and horses to the amount of five hundred
dollars" to John Peter Wagnon. 19
After 1790 "cross-border" ties were strengthened as the new immigration laws
attracted many Georgians and Carolinians to the province. Yet, trade across the St.
Marys River remained officially prohibited. Using Cusick's analysis of American
trade through St. Augustine, ship arrivals from American ports were fewer in 1794
than in 1787. Cusick blames this on the political turmoil caused in the region by
French revolutionary agents. Whatever the cause, it does indicate that in the year
before the 1795 Rebellion, the need for East Florida's settlers to trade across the St.
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Marys River was even greater than it had been in January 1793 when the Anglo
settlers sent their letter of complaint to the King.
"Free trade" also meant lifting the prohibition on trading with the Indians who,
like the Americans, were seen as natural trading partners. Panton, Leslie and
Company, however, had a tacit monopoly in this area. While the fur trade in West
Florida and Louisiana was more profitable, Panton, Leslie and Company annually
exported from East Florida an estimated 150,000 hides worth one peso each upon
die livery in Europe. With stores in St. Augustine, St. Mark's, Pensacola, and Mobile,
Panton, Leslie and Company was the largest player in the Southern fur trade. In
1794, the capital value of their business was estimated at $400,000. They had a
well-established trade network with England, which was, in the late eighteenth
century, the cheapest source of manufactured goods in the world. The company also
owned its own ships and a salt mine on the Island of Providence from which it could
supply Southern Indians. Their monopoly of the Indian trade did not result from the
economics of volume, but on restrictions placed on anyone else from engaging in such
trade. 20
Settlers were extremely critical of how the Spanish regulated the Indian trade.
In November 1790, Luis Fatio called for the Indian trade to be opened up to all
settlers in the province who applied for a license for such trade, asserting that Panton,
Leslie and Company were unable to supply the needs of the Indians, and that, because
they enjoyed a monopoly, they were charging the Indians exorbitant prices for their
goods. The company, he claimed, were the reason many Indians were turning
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towards Americans for manufactured goods and for a market for their hides, which
was the very thing the Spanish did not want. 21 Fatio's claims, however, were not
altogether true. Panton, Leslie and Company was indeed the only trading firm in
East Florida capable of supplying the Indians with cheap manufactured goods and
with purchasing their deer skins for the northern European market.
In November 1794, fifteen inhabitants of St. Augustine sent a representation to
the King voicing similar complaints about Panton, Leslie and Company. The
petitioners claimed to have been "stifled for the long space of ten and one-half years
under the heavy yoke of the unwarranted restrictions of a government which takes
care of none but those who serve its private interests." They were referring to the
favored position granted to Panton, Leslie and Company. Governor Quesada, they
charged, had allowed the firm a monopoly of the Indian trade in return for personal
favors. John Leslie, for instance, had furnished Quesada's house with "English
furniture in the latest mode." Former Governor Zespedes had looked just as kindly
on the British trading company. The petitioners felt that both Zespedes and Quesada
had falsely represented Panton, Leslie and Company as vital to the well-being and
security of the province. As evidence, they charged that the Company was
purchasing cattle from the Indians and was using them to supply the government's
meat contracts regardless of the fact that there were numerous settlers with herds of
cattle who could fulfill the government's needs. Likewise, there were many settlers
who were in a position to trade with the Indians using Spanish manufactured goods.
Ihough only fifteen signatures appeared on the petition, it was stated that a further
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200 signatures could have been gathered were it not for fear of government
reprisals. 22
East Florida inhabitants were correct in claiming that Panton, Leslie and
Company had no legal right to a monopoly on the Indian trade. They were permitted
to remain in East Florida after the British left as a temporary measure to prevent the
Indian trade from falling into American hands, which would have dissolved this
natural human barrier between the United States and Spanish colonies to the south.
The advantages of monopoly and of duty free imports which were bestowed on
Panton, Leslie and Company were, according to many settlers, contrary to the
principles of free and fair trade.
In order for East Florida settlers to trade with the Indians, they had to resort
to illegal means. A substantial illicit trade existed under the benevolent eye of
Richard Lang, Magistrate for the St. Marys River. In October 1789, Colonel Howard
informed the governor that Lang had directed another settler named James Allen to
oonduct illegal trade with the Indians. The ensuing struggle between Howard and
Lang illustrated that quite a number of settlers were involved in the Indian trade.
Anticipating a reprimand or worse from the governor, Lang began to point fingers at
others. He claimed that Allen was operating a trading house on the upper St. Marys
and was in league with a number of Georgians who were not the "fairest of
characters." Allen, he claimed was breaking the law almost every day by trading in
cattle and horses with the Indians. Despite numerous summons to appear before the
magistrate to answer to charges, Allen refused and continued to ignore the authorities.
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Lang also stated that Jack Grey, a mulatto who was a former overseer for Francis
Fatio, and William Lane were also involved in illegal dealings with the Indians. 23
Howard, who clearly had his finger on the pulse of the province, thought Lang was as
guilty as Allen and was trying to focus the blame on others.
Illegal trade with the Indians seriously undermined the relationship Spain had
carefully cultivated with the Indians, and also provided an avenue for Americans into
the Indian trade on Spain's doorstep. Thus, it was also a serious security issue. On
more than one occasion, James Allen was accused of purchasing livestock from the
Indians which had been stolen from Georgians. This resulted in Americans entering
East Florida searching for their property. Allen's "purchases" often wound up in the
hands of other East Florida settlers and this greatly increased the number of settlers
who were benefiting indirectly from the illegal Indian trade. In September 1791,
John Peter Wagnon bought a number of horses which Allen acquired from the
Indians. Allen was finally apprehended in 1793. He was ordered to cease his
activities, and was placed in the custody of John McIntosh, magistrate on the St.
Johns River. However, with the blessing of McIntosh, Wagnon, and William Jones,
Allen soon resumed his Indian trade. 24 One must, therefore, assume that Jones,
Lang, McIntosh, and Wagnon were in some way benefiting from the illegal Indian
trade.
The free trade with Americans and Indians that the settlers of East Florida
called for never had a chance of being granted by Madrid. Spanish policy for East
Florida was structured on keeping Americans as far away as possible from the
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ealthy colonies of New Spain and Spanish Caribbean possessions. While the
governor was forced by local exigencies to allow shipping between St. Augustine and
American ports, and while a certain amount of illegal Indian trade occurred, many
$ettlers along the province's northern rivers felt economically restricted in such an
¢nvironment. Economic prosperity could only be attained in a quasi-legal manner and
therefore, was never on solid ground. In their January 1793 petition to the King, the
settlers compared their desolate economic situation to the advantages of free trade
~njoyed

by subjects of East Florida when the province had been under British rule.

Historian Charles Loch Mowat pointed out that the economy of British East
florida was relatively undeveloped compared to its sister colonies of Georgia and
South Carolina. Yet, this can be explained by the colony's late start, as its economic
progress was as fast as Georgia's and considerably faster than that of Nova Scotia.
Most imports and exports to the colony went through Charleston which was the
commercial capital for all the southern colonies. While indigo was the primary cash
crop, East Florida planters also put a great deal of effort into the production of rice,
and sea island cotton. The American Revolution resulted in increased agricultural
production as East Florida planters took advantage of the breakdown in trade between
Britain and its rebellious colonies. Exports, especially of naval stores, rose after
1776. 25 Anglo settlers in Spanish East Florida remembered that the economy of East
lPlorida had been very promising under the British system of free trade which allowed
trade across the St. Marys with Georgia and South Carolina, and which established
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tJhe port of St. Marys as a legal port of entry. This knowledge convinced them of the
validity of their demand for free trade.
While increased trade with the United States was desirable, contact with
Americans often had negative consequences. The St. Marys River, being an
international boundary, presented an opportunity for many slaves in Georgia and
South Carolina to escape into East Florida. The flight of slaves across the St. Marys
1J>egan during the First Spanish Period. After the British founded Charleston in 1670,
Spanish Florida, in an effort to weaken its rival, offered religious sanctuary to
runaways from British colonies. Slaves who escaped to Florida were baptized into
the Catholic Church and were given their freedom. In 1738, as the number of
runaways arriving in Florida increased, the Spanish established the free black
community of Gracia Real de Santa Teresa de Mose about two miles from St.
Augustine. Historian Jane Landers documented that, due to Spanish law and custom,
slaves and free blacks enjoyed greater opportunities in Florida than they did in the
British colonies. Free blacks formed a cohesive community and the free black militia
played an important part in the defense of the colony. Spanish slave codes were far
less rigid than British codes. Slaves had many avenues to freedom under Spanish
law. They could purchase their own freedom or have it purchased for them, or they
could be freed as a reward for faithful service. Slavery laws in the British colonies
were designed to restrict the growth of free black communities and so offered few
()pportunities for manumission. Therefore, Florida became a haven for many slaves
in the Carolinas, and later in Georgia. 26
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In 1784, many slaves of British East Florida planters took advantage of the
tiUrmoil created by the evacuation of the British from the province. They sought
IJefuge among the Seminole nation and among the incoming Spaniards. Landers noted
that at least 251 of these former British slaves were manumitted by the Spanish, thus
forming the basis of a vibrant free black community in East Florida. Governor
Zespedes was obliged to give these slaves religious sanctuary which was still the
official Spanish policy regarding runaways. Between 1784 and 1790 religious
~anctuary

again attracted slaves from Georgia and the Carolinas. In 1790, however,

Spain was forced, by pressure from the United States government, to abandon this
policy. Yet, after 1790, runaway slaves continued to seek asylum in East Florida,
where, if they personally appeared in court in St. Augustine, they could petition for
their freedom under Spanish law. The Spanish government also profited because
runaway slaves were kept as royal slaves while their cases were waiting to be heard.
ltIence, during the Second Spanish Period, East Florida remained a haven for runaway
slaves from the United States. 27
Americans desiring to recover slaves who escaped to East Florida had to apply
for permission to enter the province and appear in court in St. Augustine. Permission
was not always easy to acquire. Governor Quesada realized that while some
applications were sincere, many were merely a pretext for robberies and other crimes.
]Ie also found grounds to deny permission because runaway slaves were always a
welcome addition to the government labor force.
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In 1796, United States Secretary of State Thomas Pickering claimed that 100
slaves who had fled from Georgia to East Florida between 1783 and 1796 were still
unrecovered by their rightful owners.28 From the perspective of Georgia slave
owners, this situation was made even more acute by the shortage of slaves during this
period. Due to the American Revolution, the number of slaves had declined through
death or flight. At the constitutional convention in 1787, Georgia delegates insisted
that the foreign slave trade be allowed to continue until 1808. 29
The difficulty experienced by many Georgians attempting to recover their
slaves from East Florida led some of them to take the law into their own hands,
encouraging banditry which greatly affected the settlers along East Florida's northern
rivers. Many letters were sent to the governor complaining of gangs of Americans
stealing slaves and other property. In July 1790, Quesada received word from the
Spanish post on Amelia Island that Americans had passed into the province in search
of their slaves and were threatening violence and destruction. 30 Quesada complained
to Georgia Governor, Edward Telfair, in December 1791, that citizens of his state
had stolen five slaves from the plantation of John Blackwood, a settler on the St.
Marys. Quesada claimed that Blackwood's was not an isolated case. Quesada's
request for a speedy restoration of the slaves went unheeded so he wrote again on
June 6, 1792. Nothing seems to have been done about the matter because Blackwood
left East Florida without ever recovering his slaves. In August 1791, Nathaniel Hall
applied for permission to leave East Florida and travel to South Carolina to recover a
s[ave who was stolen from him some years previously. The following May, John
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Forrester reported that two slaves stolen from John Leslie were in the possession of a
Mr. Arthur Atkins on St. Simons Island, who refused to deliver them until Leslie
went there to prove they were his property. In the same letter, Forrester mentions
other slaves who had been abducted and carried off to Savannah and Fredrica Island. 31
Anglo settlers, who were the ones exposed to the dangers imposed by the
American raiders crossing the St. Marys River, saw the government in St. Augustine
reap the benefits of having runaways designated as royal slaves while their cases were
pending. In July 1792, John McIntosh was accused of not surrendering to the
government a slave belonging to a Mr. Maxwell who had visited East Florida the
previous January. According to McIntosh, he had apprehended the slave who had
escaped from Maxwell. He claimed that Maxwell was an acquaintance of his and that
he was only protecting his property. Furthermore, he had sought permission from the
governor to return the slave to Georgia but was unaware of any policy on how this
should be carried out. 32
If the lack of cooperation between St. Augustine and the United States on the

issue of runaway slaves was a serious problem for the Anglo settlers on the northern
rivers, so, too, was Spain's Indian policy. Between 1786 and 1793 Indians committed
numerous atrocities against East Florida's rural popUlation. The problems with the
Indians can be divided into three main phases: the spill-over of the Georgia-Creek war
of 1786-88; the troubles with William Augustus Bowles, a British adventurer who, in
1792, attempted to destroy Panton, Leslie and Company's monopoly of the Indian
trade; and the atrocities committed by John Golphin and his band of renegade Creeks
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iIn 1793. In all cases, government defensive measures did not take the security of the
settlers into account.
The steady westward push by Georgians into Creek lands west of the
<Dgeechee River in the late 1780s resulted in sporadic warfare which was not always
Gonfined north of the St. Marys River. In June 1786, following an attack on the
daughter of William Cains, an East Florida settler, and the repeated thefts of settlers'
lilorses, many inhabitants along the St. Marys complained to Henry O'Neill that if
such attacks continued they would remove themselves to the south side of the St.
lohns RiverY In October 1787, a number of settlers, including Joseph Rain, Richard
tang, Cornelius Griffith, and Cornelius Rain, petitioned Zespedes for protection
against Indian atrocities which they were expecting as a result of the Georgia-Creek
war. Experience taught them that when the people of Camden County began
"removing from their homes with their stocks," it was time to increase security south
Qf

the St. Marys. 34
The government's response to these calls for help could not have been more

harmful to the settlers on the St. Marys. In May 1787, Zespedes did not promise the
settlers any assistance but counseled them that "divine and human law" permitted
meeting force with force and that "any vassal of His Catholic Majesty had the right to
defend himself, and to mete out death if met with resistance. "35 Five months later,
Zespedes, clearly concerned about the security of the province, informed the settlers
that Spain was maintaining a neutral position in the Georgia-Creek conflict and that
they were prohibited from involving themselves in the war. The governor later
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stipulated that pursuing Indians into Creek or United States territory was a serious
violation of that neutrality. 36 This effort to maintain the neutrality of East Florida
Mfectively made the settlers on the St. Marys easy targets for Indian attacks. What
made the situation even worse was Spain's Indian policy in general. For Spain, the
Creeks were a barrier against American expansion towards the Gulf of Mexico.
Spanish support for Panton, Leslie and Company was designed to supply the Indians
with enough arms and ammunition to carry on hostilities against American
$rontiersmen, but not enough to prosecute a full-fledged war. Many Georgians, with
just cause, blamed Panton, Leslie and Company for much of the trouble with the
]ndians. Although the war spilled over into East Florida and affected Spanish
subjects, the government in St. Augustine could not deviate from its overall Indian
]policy and so continued, indirectly, to prolong the war in Georgia. 37
In the late 1780s, Governor Zespedes did not seem overly concerned with
bringing to justice those Indians responsible for committing acts of violence on the
rural population. Governor Quesada, in 1792, did exhibit great concern about the
activities of a British adventurer named William Bowles who began stirring up trouble
among the Creeks. Bowles arrived from the the Bahamas with the support of English
businessmen who wished to open up the southern Indian trade. To achieve this,
Bowles aimed to destroy Panton, Leslie and Company's warehouses in the province
and to replace them with his own. He established a storehouse at the mouth of the
Apalachicola River in January 1792 in order to supply the Indians with goods
imported from the Bahamas. In addition, he also proclaimed himself "Director of
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Affairs of the Creek Nation," and informed Quesada that he would not incite the
Creeks against the Spanish if he were left in peace. The governor soon received
word, however, that Bowles was preparing to march into East Florida to destroy
Ji>anton, Leslie and Company's stores and other property along the St. Johns River. 38
Due to their experiences during the Georgia-Creek war, the settlers were
apprehensive about the threats made by Bowles. In February, Richard Lang reported
tihat all the inhabitants of the St. Marys were on guard against possible attacks. John
McIntosh, who had been appointed Lieutenant Governor for the St. Johns River
District, began preparing the inhabitants of the St. Johns River in case of trouble. He
informed Quesada that there were many men on the river who would be very useful
:flor defending the province if they had access

to

arms and ammunition. 39 While the

governor expressed interest in the formation of a militia, the idea was not acted upon
at this time. Because Bowles threatened to undermine Spain's Indian policy, and with
it the entire security of East Florida, Quesada was determined to call out the regular
army to bring his adventuring to an end. He sent a lieutenant and grenadiers to
protect Panton, Leslie and Company's store on the St, Johns River, and sent a
sergeant, a lieutenant, and eight gunmen to protect the property of John McQueen
which Bowles also targeted. 4o After a substantial effort by the Spanish military,
Bowles was captured in April and imprisoned in the Castillo de San Marcos. 41
Quesada's efforts to capture Bowles can be interpreted as a defense of the
sovereignty of East Florida and not necessarily as a defense of the Anglo population
of the province. Far more effort was expended on Bowles than on identifying the
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perpetrators of atrocities against the settlers during the Georgia-Creek war.
Haphazard Indian attacks on the settlers simply did not constitute as serious a threat to
~he

security of the province. This assessment is bolstered by an examination of

Quesada's reaction to the renewal of Indian attacks against the settlers beginning in
the summer of 1792.
Following an Indian attack on George Fillet in June, the residents of the S1.
Marys River (including Henry Sweeney, Ephram Davis, Daniel Hogans, Francis
Sterling, John Silcock, James Leslie, George Fillet, Mills Drury, Edward Turner, and
Joseph Rain), informed Quesada that if he could not provide protection, then they
would be forced to leave their farms and move elsewhere in the province. 42 By
October, John Golphin and his gang were threatening further attacks on East Florida's
settlers. Naturally, this caused great anxiety among the rural population. Quesada
was informed about the threats. On October 1, John Forrester reported that Golphin,
whom he described as a "half breed Indian," had recently been on the north side of
tihe S1. Marys spreading the word that he would use every influence to set the Indians
0n the Spanish and that he himself would lead them. Golphin also threatened to attack
Panton, Leslie and Company's store on the S1. Marys in the same manner as their
Appalachicola store had been by Bowles. Forrester advised Quesada that the settlers
along the S1. Marys River were in immediate danger from Golphin and his band of
II

outlawed , wild, unruly vagabonds. 1143 On October 20, John McIntosh passed on

similar information to the governor. McIntosh underlined the serious nature of
Golphin's threats stating that he had "hitherto regarded them (reports) with
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ijndifference, as I knew there were people always ready to propagate tales that might
embitter the peace of their neighbours, but this news reaches me with surprisingly
Jjnore truth than I expected. ,,44
Golphin began fulfilling his threats in April 1793. Following a vicious attack
<i>n Edward Turner, and the theft of property at Francis Sterling's plantation, Richard
tang requested Quesada's protection of settlers on both the St. Marys and St. Johns
Rivers. If the raids continued, according to Lang, then the "whole inhabitants of St.
Marys will retire from this quarter." Lang suggested that thirty mounted soldiers on
¢ach river would be sufficient "to repel any small party of these plundering rascals. ,,45
]n chasing Golphin and his band from Sterling's house, Lang and a group of his
neighbors declined continuing their pursuit out of the province as this would have
been in violation of Quesada's specific orders.
Throughout April, as Golphin continued his raids, petitions for help from the
settlers piled up on Quesada's desk. John McIntosh expressed his opinion that the
]ndians were "encouraged in their career by meeting with no opposition," and, in a
criticism of government efforts to stop Golphin, stated that "it is highly expedient that
some immediate step should be taken for our general safety. ,,46 On April 28, the
inhabitants of the St. Johns petitioned Quesada to empower them "to embody, under
~roper

officers, to raise a strong stout of good woodsmen ..... at government

expense ...... And some soldiers to be stationed near the western settlements of St.
Johns in a block house with a plentiful supply of arms and ammunition, and another
'*'t the head of Black Creek ..... to prevent our total ruin. ,,47 Among those who offered
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their services if a militia were formed were Timothy Hollingsworth, Francis Sterling,
and Nathaniel Eegle. In May, John McIntosh and Richard Lang signed their names
to another plea "to order the militia ..... to be embodied and armed under proper
<officers of their own election and to hold themselves always in readiness to assemble
(j)n short notice to repel or apprehend any vagabond of whatever description who may
~ppear

dangerous or threatening to their peace or safety. ,,48
Quesada's hesitancy in dealing with the situation in 1792 seems to have been

1i>ased on claims of innocence by Golphin. In November, Golphin, in letters to the
governor, stated that he only desired peace and friendship with the Spanish and with
the House of William Panton, his "good friend." Golphin expressed the hope that
Quesada would "for the future pay no attention to what any person may say or tell
you for it is only to have you and me at variance. ,,49 The governor's failure to act in
a preventative manner convinced Golphin of Quesada's lack of resolve and probably
emboldened him to carry out his attacks in 1793. Quesada's response was to consult
with the Creek Nation hoping that influence could be brought to bear on Golphin.
The settlers acknowledged this effort, but regarded it as a mistaken policy. Unlike
the governor, they were aware that the "late robberies and disorders committed on the
northern frontier of this province, do not, according to the best information we have
been able to obtain, originate in any idea or design being entertained by the body of
the Creek nation, or of any influential or orderly headmen or warriors thereof. .... But
tbat the mischief that has been done is to be considered as the acts of an
ipconsiderable number of outlying vagabond Indians. ,,50
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Quesada finally acceded to the settlers demand for a militia in June 1793.
Four companies, two on the St. Marys and two on the St. Johns were established, and
the settlers were permitted to elect their own officers. Richard Lang was elected as
captain of one of the St. Marys companies, and Timothy Hollingsworth was chosen
by his neighbors on the St. Johns River. The formation of a militia did increase the
security of the province. After June there were few reports of Indian raids on the
settlers. An attack on John Houston in November 1793 seems to have been an
isolated incident. 51 The formation of a rural militia can be interpreted as a
government response to the security needs of the settlers. Yet, the decision was
clearly motivated by settlers' petitions. It is doubtful that, without such a strong and
persistent demand, Quesada would have decided to arm the Anglo settlers along his
northern border with the United States. In fairness to Quesada, however, his hands
were tied by his superior, Luis de Las Casas, the Governor General in Havana.
When Quesada had organized the St. Augustine militia in 1790 he had also proposed
the establishment of a rural militia to Las Casas but was refused permission to pursue
such a course. 52
The government's Indian policy frustrated many of the Anglo settlers along the
St. Marys and St. Johns Rivers. When the governor did take military action to ensure
the security of the province it was usually not undertaken with the well-being of the
settlers in mind. Quesada's rush to apprehend Bowles compared to his hesitancy in
dealing with the Indian raids of 1786-88 and the Golphin raids, is easily understood in
view of the serious threat Bowles posed to East Florida. The difference between
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being raided by Bowles or Golphin may have been lost on the Anglo settlers. While
the settlers did applaud the capture of Bowles, many other government defensive
measures caused them hardship.
Prior to the establishment of a rural militia in June 1793, the Anglo settlers
were often called upon by the government for various services. In September 1791,
Richard Lang was given a contract to construct a guard house on Amelia Island. By
October the letters being sent by Lang to Quesada reveal a certain degree of
frustration with the lack of supplies and funding for the project. Hinges and locks for
the doors and windows were so slow in arriving from St. Augustine that Lang offered
to purchase them himself (probably at Cumberland Island), as long as he was
reimbursed. Reimbursement proved to be a problem. By June 1792, Lang was owed
sixteen months backpay for his services. Quesada's was adamant that Lang would not
be paid until the guardhouse was inspected. The money had not arrived by March
1793 so Lang wrote a critical letter to the governor complaining of injury to his
livelihood due to unpaid services rendered and to the neglect of his farm while he was
working for the government. 53
Lang's payment may not have been deliberately held up. Rather, Quesada
may have been forced to make more pressing payments from the situado. Ligia
Castillo-Bermudez illustrated that the governor had to identify his priorities once the
situado arrived, and that sometimes certain payments were deferred. 54 For Richard

Lang, non payment was an example of the lack of government concern for the
welfare of the Anglo settlers on the northern rivers.
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William Jones and George Knolls also had reason to be angry with the
governor. In 1792, Jones was forced to give up one of his horses so that a sick
soldier could be taken from St. Johns Bluff to St. Augustine. The horse was returned
after an unreasonable length of time and in a "much abused state. ,,55 Knolls had much
the same experience, being forced to lend a horse to an officer of the Engineers
Department and receiving only two dollars in compensation. 56 In both instances, the
settlers complained to John McIntosh who asked Quesada to prevent such grievances
from reoccurring.
It was in the rural militia, however, that the most damaging criticisms of the

government's defensive policies originated. In the two years between their formation
and the 1795 rebellion, the militia companies exhibited a propensity for hard work
and sacrifice oftentimes in the face of government neglect. Overwork and lack of
supplies were common complaints voiced by militiamen. In November 1793, Andrew
Atkinson's company on the St. Johns River complained that they were being
overworked, having to continually guard the inlet between Talbot and Fort George
Islands while at the same time manning the Quesada Battery at the mouth of the river.
As a result, many men were failing to show up for duty and were ignoring orders.
Absenteeism was so great that Atkinson asked Governor Quesada for permission to
levy fines. Quesada's response was to order Atkinson to coordinate with the company
of Timothy Hollingsworth in order to share the workload. The two companies did
meet at the Cowford on November 23, 1793, and resolved the problems caused by the
"excessive orders" of the governor. 57
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John McQueen was frequently generous in his praise of the militiamen,
informing the governor in March 1794, that they were brave and loyal, but that they
were also badly equipped and supplied. They had "worn out their clothes in the
woods .... have no stores where they might be supplied," and often had to leave their
families "with little or no com or huts to cover them" so that they might defend the
province. These grievances, advised McQueen, needed to be immediately rectified to
ensure their continued loyalty. 58
Conditions did not change for the rural militia. In October 1794, Atkinson
informed Quesada that many of his men were facing the winter without warm clothes
and impressed upon the governor the necessity of paying the militia. Quesada had
promised that the militia would be paid for its services but no money had yet been
received. Atkinson stated that if this neglect continued then his authority and
leadership would be undermined. 59 By May 1795, payments to the militia were still
irregular. Atkinson's company was again awaiting payment, despite the fact that the
men were in a distressed condition and were "in want of clothing and provisions for
themselves and their horses." Atkinson himself had advanced over $500 for the
maintenance of his company since its last payment arrived, and had also purchased
provisions on credit. His creditors were now calling in their debts with the result that
Atkinson could not procure any beef or grains without cash. Atkinson asked Quesada
to release to George Fleming, paymaster for the St. Johns militia, sufficient funds to
ease the burden on him and the militia. Fleming, however, later informed Atkinson
that there simply were no funds to cover militia expenses. 60
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Helen Hornbeck Tanner and Janice Borton Miller have shown that the Spanish
government in St. Augustine was also constantly behind in its payments to its regular
troops. Living conditions and the quality of food supplies were not much better than
those described by the rural militia. As a result, desertion among the troops proved
to be an ongoing problem for the governor. For the Anglo militiamen, desertion was
also an option. In July 1795, when Colonel Howard ordered Timothy Hollingsworth
to defend the south bank of the St. Johns River, it is not surprising that many
militiamen either ignored the order or openly joined with the rebels. The level of
both partisan and nonpartisan support for the 1795 rebellion among the Anglo settlers
also resulted from years of frustration with Spanish commercial policies and with
government apathy when their safety was threatened by Americans and Indians.
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Chapter 4: French and American Influences: The External Spark
The critical forces behind the 1795 rebellion were the liberalization of East
Florida's immigration laws in 1790, the general lawlessness along the Florida-Georgia
borderlands, and the frustration of many Anglo settlers with Spanish rule. Yet, the
rebellion was not purely a domestic affair. The rebels flew the flag of the French
Republic from the ramparts of the San Nicolas battery and from their stronghold on
Amelia Island; they wore French revolutionary cockades and professed themselves
members of the French Republic; and they showed great concern for French prisoners
in the Castillo de San Marcos. Furthermore, the gang which confronted Timothy
Hollingsworth and his men at the house of William Lane included numerous
Georgians who had never been residents of East Florida. Though the rebels did not
receive official French support, the international turmoil caused by the French
Revolution and the activities of French agents in the United States was the spark
which ignited the rebellion.
On April 8, 1793, one month after France declared war on Spain, Citizen
Edmund Genet, ambassador of the French Republic, arrived in the United States,
armed with instructions "to take all measures that his position offers to foster the
principles of liberty and independence in Louisiana and in the other provinces of
America neighboring the United States. "1 While Louisiana, because of its historic ties
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to France and its position as the most important of Spain's three border colonies, was
Genet's primary focus, the ambassador charged Michel Ange Bernard Mangourit,
French consul in Charleston, with organizing an invasion of Spanish East Florida.
Mangourit traveled to Savannah in May to lay plans for the attack. Governor
Moultrie of South Carolina had given him letters of introduction to Savannah's
leading political and military figures, including Samuel Hammond, a colonel in the
Georgia state militia. After securing Hammond's interest in the scheme, Mangourit
appointed him to lead the "Revolutionary Legion of the Floridas." As second in
command, Mangourit selected a French officer named Major Bert who had fought in
the American Revolution. 2
Hammond and Bert had little difficulty convincing many Georgians to enlist in
the expedition. Already resentful of St. Augustine's Indian policy and its perceived
lack of cooperation on the runaway slave issue, planters and frontiersmen recognized
great benefit in ousting the Spanish from East Florida. At the least, an invasion
offered an opportunity for revenge with impunity. Men who joined Hammond and
Bert took an oath of loyalty and became citizens of the French Republic. Thus,
acting as French citizens, they would not technically violate the neutrality enforced by
the United States upon its own citizens. The promise of pay, rations, arms, clothing,
and booty was also conducive to enlistment. 3 Arthur Preston Whitaker notes that
while sympathy for the French Revolution was declining in American cities due to the
"influence of merchants trading with England, of Congregationalist preachers
scandalized by French deism and immorality, and of Jay and Adams, with their
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charges of French duplicity in the negotiations of 1782," these influences did not
reach the frontiersmen of Kentucky or Georgia. 4
The Hammond family stood to gain even more from an invasion of East
Florida. Samuel's brother, Abner, was a partner in the Savannah trading firm of
Hammond & Fowler, which for years had jealously eyed Panton, Leslie and
Company's monopoly of the lucrative Indian trade. Panton, Leslie and Company was
already suffering at the hands of French privateers who, operating out of Charleston
and Savannah, had captured at least one of its ships. Hammond & Fowler's motive
for participating in Mangourit's project was to destroy its trading rival. Furthermore,
as the company was the chief supplier of the expedition, the invasion made good
business sense. 5

French privateers also supported the expedition. President

Washington's declaration of neutrality on April 22, 1793, and his determination to
prevent them from operating out of American ports, convinced many privateers that
the establishment of a base on Amelia Island would enable them to continue their
profitable raids on English and Spanish shipping.
Spreading the principles of liberty and independence was not high on the
agendas of those who signed up to invade East Florida. There was an inherent
contradiction between how "liberty" was interpreted by French Jacobins and how it
was interpreted by Georgians and South Carolinians. By a decree of the Jacobin
government in Paris, the first wholesale emancipation of slaves was carried out on
February 4, 1794, when 700,000 slaves were freed in the French colonies of the
Caribbean and the Indian Ocean without compensation to their owners.6 Hence, when
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Mangourit announced that after the capture of East Florida, the Rights of Man would
form the basis of a new constitution for the territory, he assured his American allies
that "the French Republic will not interfere in any way in the enslavement of the
blacks. ,,7
The invasion, planned for April 10, was doomed by high-level diplomacy
between Philadelphia and Paris. President Washington took exception to Genet's
disregard for American neutrality and in August 1793 demanded that he be recalled to
France. Despite writing sweeping defenses of their activities, Genet and Mangourit
were ordered by the Committee of Public Safety to abandon their plans and return to
Paris. The new ambassador to the United States, Jean Fauchet, arrived in
Philadelphia in February 1794 with orders to revoke all commissions issued by Genet,
and to prevent any violation of American neutrality. Governors Moultrie of South
Carolina and Matthews of Georgia, despite their private recognition of the advantage
of reducing East Florida, bowed to the federal government and publicly forbade the
citizens of their states from engaging in any activities which might result in war with
Spain. 8
Though the invasion never took place, it was only called off at the last minute.
Determined to execute his well-laid plans, Mangourit was frantically writing to
Fauchet as late as March 27, seeking permission to go ahead with the invasion. On
April 4, he sent to Samuel Hammond a proclamation to be read to the Floridians at
St. Marys once the invasion was under way. The proclamation reminded the Anglo
settlers of East Florida that they were "crawling under the most shameful tyranny,"
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and that if they joined the French, "the walls of St. Augustine will fall ... and ... the
beautiful harbor of St. Marys, condemned by Spanish jealosy to the useless, soon will
be full of commercial and Republican flags. n9
The Spanish in St. Augustine were aware of Genet's schemes since his arrival
in the United States, but they only realized the seriousness of the threat against East
Florida in November 1793. As well as receiving information through diplomatic
sources in Charleston, Savannah, and Philadelphia, Quesada also learned many details
of Mangourit's plans from Colonel Howard who frequently acquired news from
settlers returning from family and business trips to Georgia. Acting on this
intelligence, the governor requested reinforcements from Havana and decided to move
the main line of defense from the narrow St. Marys River to the much broader and
deeper St. Johns. Howard was ordered to remove the battery of two cannons and all
military supplies from Amelia Island and to use them to strengthen the battery at San
Nicolas. In St. Augustine, the defenses of the Castillo, the bakery, and gunpowder
magazine were strengthened. lO
Quesada's emergency measures had a severe impact on the Anglo settlers
living north of the St. Johns River. Part of the plan to establish the line of defense at
the St. Johns was to enact a scorched earth policy for the area between it and the St.
Marys River. On February 6, 1794, Quesada ordered the settlers in that region to
evacuate their farms and to choose between moving to the south side of the St. Johns
or leaving the province entirely. Those deciding to remain in East Florida were given
eight days to gather their belongings and move south, while the others had only three
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days to evacuate to Georgia. Quesada then ordered Howard to bum their crops and
buildings so as to prevent the invaders from living off the land. ll
These defensive measures were traumatic for the Anglo settlers. While
newspapers in Augusta and Charleston exaggerated the impact, stating that Quesada
had forced the entire white population out of East Florida and had handed their lands
over to Creek Indians, Colonel Howard nonetheless reported that 125 people were
made homeless and were dependent upon the government for food supplies. 12 Many
settlers who would be accused of rebellion the following year, suffered evacuation and
loss of property in February 1794. While the list is probably more extensive, records
show that George Arons, George Cook, Timothy Hollingsworth, William Lane,
Richard Lang, William Plowden, and Joseph Summerlin were definitely among those
affected. 13
It is difficult to establish the level of resentment felt by these settlers towards
the Spanish government as a result of the evacuations. Major Bert, in a letter to
Mangourit, claimed that the events greatly increased the hatred of Anglo settlers for
their so-called protectors, and he expected that those forced to leave East Florida
would flock to the French banner in order to gain revenge. 14 In April 1794, Andrew
Atkinson noted that those burned out were still dependent on com provided by the
government and were in a most distressing condition. 15 Quesada added to the settlers'
woes at the end of that year by stating that the government owed no compensation
whatsoever to those who lost property because such actions were necessary for the
defense of the province. 16 Some of those who were affected openly criticized
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Quesada. Richard Lang complained that his wife and seven children were forced to
move across the St. Marys because they they didn't have the means to relocate forty
miles south to the St. Johns within the permitted period of time. William Plowden
informed the governor that his family found themselves "distressed, amongst strangers
without money, and obliged to move in that distressed situation ... to Town (St.
Augustine), where they had high house rent to pay, and provisions at a most horrid
price." During the evacuation, Plowden lost four of his slaves, two dying and two
running away to Georgia. 17
Many others suffered in silence. William Lane moved his family to the south
side of the St. Johns and reestablished his homestead at the mouth of Pottsburg Creek.
Timothy Hollingsworth returned to his plantation on Doctor's Lake after the threat of
invasion had passed and tried to rebuild his life and provide for his family. Neither
one publicly criticized the government for its actions. Whether they did so in private
is a matter of conjecture. It would be wrong to assume, however, that all those who
were burned out by the Spanish in February 1794 were molded into potential rebels
by the event. Other settlers such as Artemis Elliott Ferguson, Isaac Carter, Samuel
Harrison, and Ruben Hogans were also forced to evacuate, but were not implicated in
the rebellion the following year. 18 Yet, given the level of frustration already felt by
many Anglo settlers, Quesada's actions did nothing to convince them that the Spanish
government in St. Augustine was concerned about their welfare.
One aspect of Quesada's defensive measures which did directly lead to the
rebellion of 1795 was the arrest of William Jones, Richard Lang, John Mcintosh,
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William Plowden, and John Peter Wagnon. These men were charged with conspiring
with the leaders of the invasion force and were imprisoned. These same five men
were charged with leading the rebellion the following year. It is not the purpose of
this thesis to recount in detail the events leading up to the arrests of these men, but it
is important to assess the evidence against them to determine the extent of their
involvement in French and American scheming.
The evidence brought by the Spanish authorities against the five settlers was
based largely on rumor and suspicion. George Arons, whose plantation lay on the St.
Marys River, and who may have feared its destruction in the event of an invasion,
informed Colonel Howard on January 18, 1794, that many people in Georgia knew
that Jones, Lang, Mcintosh, and Wagnon were involved in the scheme. Had Arons
known that his plantation would be destroyed, not by the French or Americans but by
the Spanish, perhaps he would not have been so forthcoming with his information. 19
Another East Florida settler, Thomas Cryer, informed Howard that he had recently
returned from a trip to Georgia where he heard that McIntosh was in league with the
French. 20 Wagnon's activities before his arrest were viewed by the Spanish as highly
suspicious. He had made a strenuous but unsuccessful effort to move his family from
East Florida to Georgia, and was reported to have been intimidating the residents
along the St. Marys River with news that the invasion was about to take place and
that they should remove themselves immediately or be destroyed in the
conflagration. 21 While the evidence against Lang and Plowden was solely based on
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reports such as Arons and Cryer offered, the case against the other three was
stronger.
Jones, McIntosh, and Wagnon were accused of having close ties to Abner
Hammond and of having helped him plot the invasion. Jones and Wagnon openly
admitted their friendship with Hammond. Jones could not have done otherwise as
Hammond was his son-in-law and frequently visited his plantation on the south bank
of the St. Johns River. Wagnon stated he had attended Hammond's wedding in
Georgia and also admitted he recently had dinner at Hammond's home. 22 Though
McIntosh denied knowing Abner Hammond, the Spanish were well aware of his
friendship with Abner's brother Samuel, and felt McIntosh was not telling the truth.
In June 1793, Samuel Hammond wrote to McIntosh: "Nothing could afford me such
real happiness in this world as to be set down in the same neighborhood with you,
with our families with us in good health," thus revealing the close ties between the
two families. 23
Both Jones and McIntosh were also accused of having in their possession
incriminating documents detailing the invasion plans. Jones claimed that Abner
Hammond had visited him on January 8 1794, but was unaware that his son-in-law
had hidden these documents in his home. McIntosh claimed that the four letters
found at his home were from Samuel Hammond and that they contained vague
references to a plot but that he had no detailed or definite information and was
certainly not involved in any way. 24
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Despite their pleas of innocence, the five men were considered a threat to the
security of the province and were arrested, charged, and imprisoned. McIntosh,
deemed to be most guilty, was sent to Havana where he was incarcerated in Moro
Castle. The others were locked up in the Castillo de San Marcos in St. Augustine.
On April 25, 1794, however, attorney Jose de Ortega presented a twelve page legal
opinion to Quesada suggesting that the evidence against the five prisoners was not
strong enough to keep them in jail. Ortega stated that "there is no penalty for the
crime of thought .... crimes must be proved openly by witnesses, letters or confessions,
not by suspicions only. "25 The threat of invasion having come to nought, Quesada
released Lang, Plowden, and Wagnon in May. Jones was released in December
1794, but McIntosh was detained until January 1795.
The correspondence between Mangourit and his two subordinates, Bert and
Samuel Hammond, though not available to Quesada at the time, sheds more light on
the suspected complicity of the five men. It is clear that the French and American
plotters had some local support inside East Florida and were expecting more once the
invasion was underway. Much of their correspondence reveals that they had detailed
information about the defenses of East Florida and about the dissatisfaction of the
Anglo population with the Spanish government. Upon the arrests of Jones, Lang,
McIntosh, Plowden, and Wagnon, Bert informed Mangourit that "most of them were
not in on the secret, but knowing how they feel, we were counting on them to help us
when we need them." Bert added that the invasion plans had to be changed since a
surprise attack would no longer work. 26 This letter suggests that not all five prisoners
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were innocent. While Bert did not identify his co-conspirators by name, he did note
that among those arrested "was W. who warmly embraced our project and who would
have been most useful to us ... and had promised to cooperate with us. ,,27 "W." most
likely was John Peter Wagnon.
Whether or not they gave active support to the French project, the five men
who were arrested and imprisoned by Quesada were at least sympathetic. Yet, they
were steadfast in their denial of any wrongdoing and claimed that their plight was just
another example of how the Spanish government treated its Anglo subjects. Though
they, along with many other Anglo settlers, had found themselves in trouble with the
authorities in the past, this was the event that finally convinced them that they could
not live peacefully under Spanish rule, and that any effort to destroy such rule was
justified. The correspondence of the five men during and after their imprisonment
clearly illustrates their hatred for the Spanish.
William Jones condemned the governor for the injustice done him. During his
arrest, the sixty year old man, had his arms tied so securely behind his back that he
lost the use of one of them. Without being given a proper trial, he was kept in
solitary confinement for over three months in a cell which was cold, wet, and
"scarcely allowed air enough to keep life." Meanwhile, his plantation on the St.
Johns River had been confiscated, and when he was finally released from prison he
had a difficult time reacquiring it. He was resettled at a place "unsuitable for cattle, "
and with "only the poorest of houses," whereas he still owned "a fine house" across
the river from the Cowford. Jones pointed out that he was given this property when
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he entered East Florida and since he was illegally convicted, he still had a right to it.
Moreover, he stated that his boat had been in public service since he was arrested.
He was satisfied that it was useful to the government but now demanded it back along
with compensation for its use. Though his initial response to Jones' demands was
that he was not entitled to full restoration, Quesada eventually allowed him to resettle
his plantation on condition that he give security for his conduct in the future. 28
Richard Lang also suffered solitary confinement in a cell similar to Jones'.
This affected his health as he spent almost two months in the hospital in St. Augustine
upon his release from prison. Since his family had been forced to evacuate to
Georgia while he was in prison, he had no desire to bring them back into the province
to settle once again "under the yoke of despotism." After being discharged from
hospital, Lang immediately made his way to Camden County where he began laying
his plans for revenge against the Spanish. On May 18, 1795, he informed Quesada
that if he was not monetarily compensated in full for the "unjust confinement" and ill
treatment he suffered, he would not hesitate to reenter East Florida and "spread
abroad the liberty, and the freedom that God has bestowed to all mankind. ,,29
Following his release from Moro Castle in Havana, John McIntosh was fully
restored to his lands in East Florida and was even reinstated as Justice of the Peace
on the St. Johns River. Yet, this did not, in McIntosh's opinion, atone for the great
injustice done him. In a bitter letter to Quesada, McIntosh expressed his opinion of
the Spanish administration. When he arrived in East Florida as a settler "at the
invitation of his Catholic Majesty," he expected to have been protected by the laws
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and enjoy peace and security for himself, his family and his property. Instead, due to
"malicious rumors," he was arrested and taken out of the province and placed in jail
for eleven months. When he was released he was told that there was no evidence to
convict him of any crime. Yet, once freed from Moro Castle, he was left in Havana
and had to find his own way back to East Florida, and at his own expense. No other
subject, according to McIntosh, "would have more chearfully (sic) sacrificed his all in
the support of the interest and welfare of Spain." But since that support was abused,
he no longer felt bound to "place any faith in a Government that could with impunity
thus trample on the common rights of mankind. ,,30
When William Plowden was released from jail, he decided to join Richard
Lang in Newton, expressing his unwillingness to live any longer under Spanish rule.
Plowden's wife and children, however, were still living in St. Augustine, having been
forced to evacuate there in February 1794. Fearing Plowden might attempt to gain
revenge on the province, Quesada refused to allow his family to leave East Florida.
In June 1795, Plowden wrote a scathing letter to the governor which was an
outpouring of all his grievances with the Spanish administration since he first set foot
in East Florida. He claimed that his arrest was engineered by "that most designing ill
hearted Villain, [John] Forrester who has not only been the instrument of ruin, but the
fore runner of destruction of the Inhabitants on the River St. Marys." His time in
prison was spent under the same uncomfortable conditions suffered by Jones and
Lang. But even before his arrest, Plowden felt he was treated unjustly by Quesada.
He was forced to move from his lands along the St. Marys River, despite the fact that
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he had done nothing wrong, and was obliged to settle on inferior land along the St.
Johns River. He was also prevented from collecting payments owed to him by certain
settlers within the province, with the result that he was unable to afford the basic
means of providing for his family. Under these conditions, Plowden believed that he
could not be protected by the governor in either person or property. Such treatment,
he judged "must cool the heart of the most loyal subject, and make them wish to be
with a people that would use them better."
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Like Jones and McIntosh, Wagnon remained in East Florida after his release
from prison. Yet, he felt no less mistreated. While he was being detained in "an
uncommonly filthy" prison cell, he stated that "he was never a man to take sides, but
that some day he would get out of that prison," hinting that he would get even with
those who put him there. Meanwhile, his property was "daily wasting," his horses
were stolen, and, "what is still more distressing, a young, tender, and affectionate
wife reduced to the utmost difficulties," without money or resources as all his papers
were seized, amongst which were accounts and obligations against people of the
province for considerable sums. For want of collection, "she (his wife) has been
obliged to sacrifice for her own and your memorialist's support, part of the household
furniture. ,,32
While these five men were undoubtedly the main instigators of the 1795
rebellion, Richard Lang assumed the leading role. Their motive was clearly one of
revenge. They were not alone, however, in their hatred of the Spanish. Georgian
frontiersmen still saw advantages in joining another proposed attack on East Florida,
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as did all those who were forced by Quesada to abandon their homes in February
1794 and seek refuge in Georgia. Certainly, there were many Anglo settlers residing
in East Florida, McIntosh and Jones among them, for whom Spanish authority was an
intrusion and a hindrance to their prosperity.
The rebel leaders sought French support in June 1795 even though, officially,
French scheming in the United States had been terminated by Fauchet in April 1794.
Disregarding the official French line, the East Florida rebels sent an appeal entitled,
"A Petition From Some Inhabitants Of East Florida," to French Minister
Plenipotentiary, Pierre Auguste Adet, seeking help to "shake off the Spanish yoke. ,,33
Upon receipt of the petition on July 18, Adet responded by ordering Citizen Dupont,
the new consul at Charleston, to "encourage the rescue mission that the Floridians
requested" if their actions seemed like an insurrection instead of an invasion, and if it
seemed to have a good chance of succeeding. Dupont reported back that the struggle
against the Spanish was an open rebellion and was not inspired or led by French
agents, privateers, or self-serving Americans. Adet was prevented from sending arms
and supplies to aid the rebels, however, because of the untimely announcement of
peace between France and Spain on July 22. Yet, he judged that French
abandonment of the project was unjust because "if a few men were driven by the hope
of a reward, many were inspired only by liberty. ,,34
While awaiting a reply from Adet, Lang and his cohorts realized the benefit of
appearing to have French support. They carefully cultivated their image, carrying the
material trappings of French republicanism, and claiming that the rebellion was under
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French protection. This, they believed, increased their chances of success. Those
settlers in East Florida who might hesitate in joining with the rebels would be
persuaded by the backing of French arms. Lang successfully used this ploy at the
house of William Lane when he informed Hollingsworth and his men that they were
surrounded by French troops.
The rebels' machinations were compounded by Quesada's belief that French
plotting against East Florida never ceased despite the cancellation of the invasion in
April 1794. Colonel Howard sent numerous reports to the governor regarding the
activities of French agents who continued to operate along the Florida-Georgia
border. The main goal of these agents was to establish a base for French privateers
on Amelia Island, but the reports reaching Quesada were often greatly exaggerated.
On May 27, 1795, Howard relayed information he had received from John McQueen
that Genet had raised a large sum of money and was again planning a huge invasion
of the province. In reality, Genet, having elected not to return to Paris to answer
charges brought against him by the Jacobins, had already retired to a farm on Long
Island, New York. On June 2, a junta de guerra in St. Augustine took these reports
of French intrigue very seriously and decided to abandon Amelia Island and pull the
defenses of the province back to the St. Johns River. The junta de guerra also
branded Richard Lang and William Plowden as "traitorous Floridians" in league with
the French. Throughout the summer, Quesada referred to Lang and his followers as
French Republicans. 35 This belief that the East Florida rebels were acting with the
direct support of the French ambassador caused the Spanish to overestimate the
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strength of the rebel force and to delay their decision to oust the rebels from both San
Nicolas and Amelia Island. This hesitancy was exacerbated by Bartolome Morales,
who was acting governor during the rebellion due to Quesada's bout with tropical
fever, and who was by nature an overly cautious man. 36 By abandoning the region
north of the St. Johns River they allowed the rebels an opportunity to convince many
Anglo settlers to join the insurrection. Of course, the governor had already
discounted the loyalty of the Anglo population since the summer of 1793, when he
declared that most of them were "French at heart."
The rebels' flirtations with French republicanism was absolutely self-serving.
Yet, the activities of French agents in Georgia and South Carolina did determine the
timing of the rebellion. They forced the Spanish to take drastic defensive measures in
February 1794 which led directly to the rebellion the following summer. While
Quesada's decisions might be defended from a purely military perspective, they were
extremely damaging to the relationship between the governor and the Anglo
population of the province. Any anger the settlers already felt towards the Spanish
government was greatly deepened as a result of the forced evacuations and arrests.
Without the development of a French plot against the province, it is likely that
another external spark would have been found to ignite East Florida's simmering
domestic problems into an open insurrection against the government.
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5: Conclusion
Traditionally, historians who have written about the 1795 rebellion in East
Florida have portrayed it almost exclusively as the result of Genet's scheming within
the United States against the province. This interpretation evolved from a tendency to
view the entire Second Spanish Period as a time of upheaval when the Spanish Empire
was in its twilight years and East Florida awaited its inevitable annexation by the
United States in 1821. The rebellion has been presented as the first in a series of
revolts and invasions originating within the United States, and hastening the eventual
collapse of Spanish authority in East Florida. Rembert Patrick examined the Patriot
rebellion as an extension of the War of 1812 (though, like the 1795 rebellion, this
needs to be reinterpreted); in 1817, Amelia Island became a haven for pirates who
raided shipping throughout the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico. Spain's inability to
dislodge the pirates brought about military intervention by the United States; in 1818,
Spain's failure to prevent Seminoles, who resided in East and West Florida, from
raiding settlers in Georgia and Alabama led to Andrew Jackson's invasion of both
provinces.
There is no doubt that the rebellion should be interpreted within this broad
external framework, but this cannot be the only interpretation. If it is, then East
Florida's Anglo settlers who were involved in the rebellion are relegated to pawns in
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an international conflict and their motives for committing treason against their
government are ignored. While this thesis does not discount the impact of external
plots against East Florida, it does seek to establish that there were many domestic
points of conflict long before Citizen Genet stepped ashore at Charleston on April 8
1793.
East Florida's Anglo settlers struggled under, and sometimes clashed with, the
Spanish administration in St. Augustine. Their attempts to establish profitable
agricultural and commercial enterprises were often stifled by Spanish laws on trade
and commerce; they viewed Spanish slavery laws and the province's Indian policies as
detrimental to their security and prosperity; and they bore the brunt of Governor
Quesada's defensive measures when the French consul in Charleston plotted an
invasion of the province in 1794. The 1795 rebellion was the result of these pent-up
frustrations. While the timing of the rebellion was directly influenced by the French
schemes, the settlers' decision to rebel must also be seen in the context of a general
lawlessness which was endemic to the Florida-Georgia borderlands in the immediate
aftermath of the American Revolution. The settlers along the northern rivers were
accustomed to violence and regularly suffered at the hands of American bandits and
renegade Indians.
During the first decade of the Second Spanish Period, despite lingering
personal and political wounds from the American Revolution, the Anglo settlers of
East Florida had more in common with Georgians and South Carolinians than they
had with their Spanish rulers. Their shared Anglo-American heritage included the
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English language, Protestantism, a rigid conception of slavery, and a commitment to
maximizing profits through free trade. Furthermore, the familiarity that existed
between the merchant-planter class of East Florida and Georgia during the American
Revolution, as described by Martha Searcy, continued through the first decade of the
Second Spanish Period.

Anglo settlers maintained strong family and business ties in

Georgia and traveled across the St. Marys River more frequently than they traveled to
St. Augustine. Though the general lawlessness endemic to the northern part of East
Florida was intensifed by the region's proximity to criminals in Georgia, it is clear
that many Anglo settlers suffered more under Spanish defensive policies than they did
at the hands of American outlaws.
Governor Quesada's mishandling of the 1794 crisis led directly to rebellion the
following year. Pursuing a scorched-earth policy north of the St. Johns River and
arresting five of the more prominent Anglo settlers of the region without sufficient
evidence of complicity was extremely shortsighted. Yet, to Quesada's military mind
these defensive measures were the lesser of two evils. The governor, however, was
handicapped by some fundamental weaknesses in the province he was assigned to
govern. The foremost of these was the absence of a loyal Spanish-speaking
population outside of St. Augustine. The failure of Spain to attract a sufficient
number of immigrants from the Spanish Empire to East Florida was fatal to the
security of the province. To avert the encroachment of American frontiersmen into
its three border colonies, East Florida, West Florida, and Louisiana, Spain liberalized
immigration laws. By offering generous land grants to new settlers Spain hoped to
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establish a loyal population along its border with the United States. In the short term,
this also was the lesser of two evils. However, the immigration of Americans into
East Florida after 1790 did not ultimately create a population loyal to Spain. When
their prosperity and security were undermined by Spanish laws and customs, the
immigrants turned to rebellion.
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APPENDIX 1

Chronology of the 1795 Rebellion in East Florida

1783

September:

Treaty of Paris. Great Britain cedes East Florida to Spain.

1784

July 12:

Don Vicente Manuel de Zespedes takes over the governorship of East
Florida from Patrick Tonyn.

1790

July 7:

Juan Nepomuceno de Quesada takes over from Zespedes as governor.
Spain liberalizes East Florida's immigration laws and offers generous
land grants to attract settlers to the province. Spain also abandons its
policy of granting religious sanctuary to runaway slaves from the
United States.

1792

April:

Arrest of William Augustus Bowles.

1793

January 10:

Many settlers in East Florida sign a petition for changes in Spanish
commercial policies.

March 7:

France declares war on Spain.

April:

John Golphin begins his raids on the property of East Florida's Anglo
settlers.
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April 8:

Citizen Edmund Genet, ambassador of the government of the French
Republic, arrives in the United States. French consul at Charleston,
Bernard Mangourit, begins plotting an invasion of East Florida.

April 22:

President Washington declares United States neutrality.

June:

Governor Quesada orders the formation of a rural militia.

June 9:

Madrid issues the cedula on trade and commerce for East Florida.

August:

President Washington writes to Paris demanding the recall of Genet.

October:

The Committee of Public Safety, carrying out a witch hunt of
Girondins, orders Genet and Mangourit back to Paris.

1794

January 16:

Arrests of Richard Lang and John Peter Wagnon.

January 17:

Arrest of William Jones

January 20:

Arrests of John McIntosh and William Plowden.

February 6:

Quesada orders the evacuation of settlers north of the St. Johns River.

March 5:

Governor Matthews issues a proclamation warning the citizens of
Georgia to refrain from participating in the plans of any foreign power.

March 6:

New French ambassador to the United States, Jean Fauchet, revokes all
commissions and letters of marque issued by Genet, stating that France
would abide by every aspect of American neutrality.

April 10:

French invasion of East Florida fails to materialize.

May:

Release of Lang, Plowden and Wagnon from the Castillo de San
Marcos.

December:

Release of Jones from the Castillo de San Marcos

1795

January:
June 2:

Release of McIntosh from Moro Castle.
A junta de guerra in St. Augustine decides to abandon Amelia and pull
East Florida's defenses back to the St. Johns River.

June 30:

The rebels capture Fort Juana.
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July 10:

The rebels attack and capture Fort San Nicolas.

July 12:

Spanish forces under Colonel Charles Howard drive the rebels from
San Nicolas.

July 18:

French ambassador to the United States, Pierre Auguste Adet, receives
a letter from the rebels seeking French help to overthrow the Spanish.

July 22:

Treaty of Basle. France and Spain make peace.

August 2:

Spanish forces led by Colonel Howard drive the rebels from Amelia
Island.

August 3:

Quesada orders that any settlers who were under the slightest suspicion
of complicity in the rebelllion were to be arrested and have their
property seized.

July - Dec:

Bernardo Segui inventories and seizes the property of the rebels.

1796

January:

The trial of the rebels begins in St. Augustine.

March 12:

Quesada retires as governor.

June 20:

Enrique White takes over as governor of East Florida.

1798

Feb. 22:

Governor White announces final sentencing in the trials of the 1795
rebels.
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APPENDIX 2

Documentation Supporting Map of Locations of Anglo Settlers in East Florida, 1795

To construct this map, I gathered information from the Index to Spanish Land
Grants, which contain a record of claims made by individuals in land courts of the
United States for titles to land in East Florida originally granted by the Spanish.
Though most claims were confirmed by the courts some were unconfirmed. In most
cases the Index gives a brief history of the claim: to whom the land was originally
granted; if, when, and to whom it was sold; and who was in present ownership at the
time of the claim. I then cross-referenced this information with the Township maps
of Florida (1825-19--). The township maps identify, by section and range, the
location of those Spanish land grants confirmed by the courts. Some of the settlers
owned more than one plot of land in East Florida but this map identifies the principal
residence of settlers in 1795.
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